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DID JESUS PREDICT HIS RESURRECTION?

BY ROBERT M. DODGE.

TO one who accepts the Gospel narratives as accurate, the answer

to this question is perfectly obvious. The first three gospels

contain such predictions of Jesus, not in vague terms of speech, but

in definite words. In one passage after another distinct statements

of his resurrection in three days are joined to predictions of his suf-

ferings and death.

But it is evident that such statements may be questioned by the

student of the Gospels ; they may be considered, not the genuine

words of Jesus, but the beliefs of later years attributed to him by

the writers. Perhaps it is impossible to decide with certainty which

view is correct. It may seem, indeed, unimportant. The question

appears to be merely speculative, and as such unworthy of especial

study. Yet one fact is sure : it is impossible that both the affirmative

and the negative answer should be true. Even if we can not decide

which answer is the more probable, it may be of interest to notice

some suggestions and conclusions concerning the resurrection to

which the one or the other alternative leads.

I. If we accept the Gospel records as on the whole reliable,

then it is evident that at the death of Jesus there was every reason

for a belief among his followers in his rising from the dead after

a brief interval. So widely known were the predictions of such an

event that the Jews were led to ask for a Roman guard to watch

the tomb. And this means that the very air was electric with possi-

bilities ; that conditions were most favorable to the outburst of a new
faith such as did result, if only the least incident should occur to

give to that faith its initial impulse. To state, as writers on the

subject have often done, that visions of the risen Master were un-
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likely and even impossible because the disciples were left at Jesus's

death with utterly crushed hopes and without the least thoug-ht of

a resurrection, is to deny the accuracy of the Gospel narratives.

2. We may, however, choose the other alternative, and say

that later writers attributed to Jesus words regarding his resurrec-

tion which he never spoke ; that at least he never stated definitely

that after his death he would rise in three days. Then this is sure

:

that the body of Jesus was laid in an unguarded tomb ; that the

story of the Roman soldiers appointed to keep watch over the se-

pulchre is a legend, a tale which grew up in later years and was
repeated by one and another until it was generally believed. Unless

there were at least rumors of a predicted resurrection all reason

for a guard of soldiers was lacking. So careful a commentator as

Meyer believes this was the case ; he concludes that the record of

the guard of soldiers lacks historical basis. (Meyer's Commentary

on the Nezv Testament: Matt, xxvii. 65.)

If this is true, then the tomb was accessible to any one ; then

the body could have been removed by either friend or foe who might

have reason for such an action.

To follow out these alternatives with suggestions of what may
have taken place is, of course, mere speculation. Yet speculation

is not always a useless thing. It may be worth while to trace in

the barest outline some of the possible conditions or events which

could have given impulse, under the one or under the other of the

above alternatives, to faith in the bodily resurrection of Jesus. The
possibilities are many ; only a few of them need be suggested. It

is evident that in either case the event most likely to arouse so

great an excitement would be the disappearance of the body laid

in the tomb by Joseph of Arimathea. How was that possible?

Returning in our thoughts to the first alternative, we accept the

idea of a tomb guarded by Roman soldiers. Most unlikely of all

suggestions that those men would prove false to their trust ! Little

probability indeed that they would through neglect let the disciples

or any others steal the body! The thought is next to impossible.

And if that is so, what could have taken place except such a super-

natural event as the Gospels relate?

We are not looking for the most probable thing at present ; we
are concerned with possibilities ; and however unlikely at first

thought the suggestion may seem, who will deny the possibility that

the body was removed secretly by the guard itself at the order of

Pilate? We need not search far for sufficient motives for such an

order. Pilate had been deeply angered at the Jews because of their
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attitude through the entire trial of Jesus ; he had been forced to a

decision against his own conviction and desire. His irritation had

been only deepened by the request for a guard over the tomb. He
had thought the disagreeable matter ended at last ; was it to be con-

tinued even after the death of the innocent victim? If so, the best

thing would be to remove the body to some secret resting place

where it could no longer be a cause of contention or even the pos-

sible occasion of disturbance and riot. A Roman governor would

hardly hesitate to take such action if it seemed necessary. And
another motive might easily have been in his mind. He had heard

rumors of the resurrection ; it was because of these rumors that he

had granted the guard. He had replied to the request of the Jews

with the brusque words. "Take a guard. Make the sepulchre as

safe as you can." Is it possible that those last words, "as safe as

you can," or "as you know how," contain a hidden irony? To have

the body disappear in spite of the elaborate precautions of the Jews

was a means of revenge which would appeal to his nature. He was

not only angry at the Jewish leaders ; he despised them as bigoted

and superstitious men. He would do much to annoy and frighten

them. His contempt for them, his ironical spirit, had shown itself

in the inscription placed over the cross, "the King of the Jews."

That same spirit of contempt would be an additional motive for the

removal of the body ; if that should arouse the superstitious fears

of the Jews, so much the better. Little could he realize to what the

act might lead
;
perhaps he never knew, for he was then near the

end of his term of office, and not far from the end of his life.

Or we may take the other alternative as the more likely. Then

we accept the idea of an unguarded tomb, accessible to any one.

But who would remove the body? It is evident that the familiar

statement is true, that the disciples were not deceivers ; they were

not the men to practice a deliberate fraud. The thought is im-

possible. But, we are told, the enemies of the disciples could not

have committed the act, for in that case they would have produced

the body as evidence against the resurrection. Who then could have

taken it? What but a miracle can explain the empty tomb?

Yet the possibilities are many. The suggestion already made is

perhaps less likely, and yet not impossible, that Pilate himself had the

body removed to avoid all further disturbance. But there are other

possibilities. There is a suggestion in the Gospel according to

John, that the tomb in which the body was laid was meant only as a

temporary place for it. The place was chosen because "it was nigh

at hand," and time was short before the Sabbath. (John xix. 41-42.)
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Workmen may have removed the body to another place immediately

after the Sabbath, as Mary thought it was likely at first, (John,

XX. 15) and the empty tomb would then give rise to the report of

a resurrection. Or suppose that the very men who brought about

the death of Jesus took a farther step in the depth of their rage.

Sometimes passion is only intensified by success in accomplishing

its purpose. The fury of those who shouted "Crucify him" may
have been unsatisfied with that result. The honorable burial of the

body, contrary to the regular custom in the case of criminals, and

so contrary to their expectation, may have aroused these men to

fresh anger. Was it beyond their depravity to pay some poor

wretches to take the body out from its place of honor and convey it

to a place of dishonor? The act once done could not easily be un-

done. The body might have been lost beyond recovery ; or if these

men had found and produced it they would have confessed their

guilt in the matter and exposed themselves to punishment. There

is something repulsive in the whole thought, yet there is also some-

thing not inappropriate. What more fitting culmination of all the

indignities heaped upon a pure and innocent victim than the last

indignity to the lifeless body? What action more in accord with

the words of the old prophet, "They made his grave with the

wicked"? (Is. liii. 9.) And so far as what is essential in Christian

faith is concerned, what matters it what became of the physical form?

"Flesh and blood doth not inherit the kingdom of God" ; "It is the

spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing." Such truths the

Church needs to learn and emphasize. And such truths would be

emphasized only the more strongly under this supposition.

To the writer it seems most likely that Jesus did predict his

resurrection, not indeed in the clear manner stated in the Gospels,

but in more vague and poetical terms. He saw clearly the approach

of opposition and persecution ; he saw that his own death was not

unlikely as a result. He spoke of these things calmly and frankly.

And what was more natural than that he should follow these state-

ments with the comforting thought, couched in the picturesque

language of the Orient which Jesus knew and loved so well, that he

would come back to them ; that he would live again after his death.

He may have quoted the words of Hosca, "After two days will He
revive us: on the third day He will raise us up, and we shall live

before Him." CHosea vi. 2.) Such statements were not under-

stood by the disciples; they were half forgotten, and yet kept dimly

in the memory, like many other utterances of the Master. Such

memories were revived by the events following the death of Jesus,
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whatever those exact events may have been. Out of them grew

the tales and hopes and visions such as the Gospels record, full of

inconsistencies and contradictions, yet sincerely believed and earn-

estly proclaimed. From them arose the strong faith in the bodily

resurrection of Jesus, a faith strengthened by opposition. And so

arose and spread like a fire the faith in the risen Lord.

And then it was all a mistake? Then all is false, and Easter is

a deception? No: for what is outwardly false may cover and pre-

serve an inward truth. That truth within may be far greater than

the false form without. And the faith of the disciples was essen-

tially true, not false. Their Master did rise from the dead. He still

lives : more than ever is his life known and felt. He rose from the

dead in just the way that he possibly predicted, though his disciples

did not understand him. And perhaps—no, probably—the form

which that faith took, false as it was, was the very form necessary

to preserve that inward truth in ages of crude thought. It has been

said that the worship of the Virgin Mary, false as it seems to all

Protestants, was of value in the Middle Ages. It preserved a respect

for womanhood in those rude times. It concealed an essential truth

within. And so, only in far greater measure, has belief in the bodily

resurrection of Jesus preserved truth. It cherished a faith which

otherwise might have perished, faith in a living Christ, faith in the

life eternal.



THE RESURRECTION AND IMMORTALITY.

BY THE EDITOR.

EASTER is the spring festival and has been celebrated among all

nations since the dawn of civilization. The name Easter is of

pagan origin and refers to the goddess Ostara, the Teutonic goddess

of the East, who is credited with the rejuvenescence of nature.

Among the ancient Orientals the Babylonians, Syrians, Phoenicians,

and others, the Easter festival was a rejoicing at the resurrection

of Tammuz, Adonis or Baal, the god of vegetation, whose death

had been lamented in a kind of pagan Good Friday celebration.

The Christian Easter was naturally attached to the Hebrew passover

which most probably was also originally a spring festival, but under

the influence of the Deuteronomist priests was later changed into

a memorial of the Exodus from Egypt.

In many places the pagan celebration continued in its external

forms and simply replaced the pagan Adonis by the Christian Jesus,

the natural background and the rejoicing at the resuscitated life

remaining the same in either case,—it was the god that died and

was again called back to new life.

For an appreciation of the Christian doctrine of resurrection

we must consider the character and life interests of the primitive

Christians. Their numbers were recruited from the poorer classes

and were mostly uneducated. Their interest in an after-life con-

sisted mainly in the assurance that they would be resurrected in

their bodily identity, in consequence of which their Easter message

naturally took the turn that Jesus had risen bodily from the grave,

and this belief has been incorporated more and more into the Gospel

stories. It is noteworthy that nothing is stated with more contra-

diction and obscurity than the resurrection of Jesus. The original

report of the oldest and most authentic Gospel (which is Mark)

ends with the statement that the grave was empty. We may be

assured that the disciples believed in the resurrection and that they
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had visions of the risen Christ, but here as in many other respects

the Fourth Gospel flatly contradicts the account of Matthew and

Mark. According- to St. John and Luke, Christ appears to his dis-

ciples in Jerusalem ; according to Matthew, in Galilee, and the con-

clusion of Mark is lost. It has been replaced by a few verses

(Mark xvi. 9-20) which contain the parting command of Jesus.

Higher critics have discovered a gradual increase of the cor-

poreal and sensuous element intended to prove the bodily identity

of the risen Christ with the crucified Saviour. While the original

report only knows of the empty grave, later on the risen Christ de-

nies that he is a spirit. He says (Luke xxiv. 38-39) :

"Why are ye troubled? and why do thoughts arise in your

hearts? Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: handle

me, and see ; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have."

The vision of St. Paul, too, is reported first as having been a

mere vision which affected only the sense of sight. In another

report, however, we read that Christ spoke to Paul, and so it is

assumed that the sense of hearing was also affected. We have here

apparently a modification of the story to answer the questions of

doubters that Paul's experience was a mere hallucination, and we

find the last stage carried to such a materialistic conception of the

resurrection that Jesus to convince the unbelievers of his bodily

existence, requests some meat, "And they gave him a piece of a

broiled fish, and of an honeycomb. And he took it, and did eat it

before them."

The attitude of critical readers toward these accounts has been

different. Some who accept them as inspired, believe implicitly in

a bodily resurrection ; others make out with some show of plausi-

bility that Christ did not die while on the cross, and was revived.

They suggest that he might have lived in seclusion for some time

and then died a peaceful death among his intimate friends. Omit-

ting the solution after the fashion of the Gordian knot which would

relegate all the reports of the Gospels into the realm of fable, we
will mention a third interpretation of the Gospel texts which assumes

that the burial of Christ by Joseph of Arimathea was historical and

in fact there is nothing incredible in the event itself. Mark states

this incident as follows (xv, 42-47) :

"And now when the even was come, because it was the prepa-

ration, that is, the day before the sabbath, Joseph of Arimathaea, an

honourable counsellor, which also waited for the kingdom of God.

came, and went in boldly to Pilate, and craved the body of Jesus.

And Pilate marvelled if he were already dead : and calling unto him
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the centurion, he asked him whether he had been any while dead.

And when he knew it of the centurion, he gave the body to Joseph.

And he bought fine hnen, and took him down, and wrapped him in

the hnen, and laid him in a sepulchre which was hewn out of a rock,

and rolled a stone unto the door of the sepulchre. And Mary Mag-

dalene and Mary the mother of Joses beheld where he was laid."

The same account has been incorporated almost literally in

Matthew and John, and in the latter there is an additional mention

of Nicodcmus. Joseph of Arimathea is praised in the account as

a "good man and a just," and it is further said that he was secretly

a disciple of Jesus which suggests that he was not openly identified

with the Nazarenes. He is never mentioned before nor after, and we

may fairly well assume that this is the only relation that he had

with the disciples, for otherwise considering his wealth and the

prominence of his position he would certainly have played an im-

portant part in the congregation at Jerusalem.

Taking the standpoint of impartial critique without accepting

miracles and without denying that the Gospel stories go back to

original accounts and still reflect events that actually took place,

we would naturally ask, what interest can a well-to-do man of

ofiEicial standing among the Jews have taken in the body of a cruci-

fied man with whom most likely he had very little in common? and

the answer that suggests itseli (as a German scholar, Paul Schwartz-

kopff has proposed) is not far to seek. According to the common

belief of the age, bodies of executed men were endowed with magic

power. We know that the nails used for crucifixion, hang-ropes,

and other articles that had done service in an execution were deemed

to possess miraculous powers, and it stands to reason that the body

of a man who in the opinion of his followers was reputed to have

performed miracles himself, should be credited more than others

with supernatural qualities. It would be quite in keeping with the

notions of the time that Joseph of Arimathea wanted the body of

the crucified Jpsus for the purpose of having his own tomb sancti-

fied by the great thaumaturge, and he considered it a protection if

his own body might rest by the side of the Nazarene's. Accordingly

it was to his interest to secure possession of the body for himself

alone and remove it also from any interference from the followers

of Jesus. If this assumption be true, the next step that Joseph

would take could only be the removal of the body to a place within

his own control and unknown to others especially the followers of

Jesus.

The story of the guards bears all the symptoms of a late inser-
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tion invented to refute the idea that the body might have been re-

moved. It is scarcely accepted as genuine or even ancient by any

one of the critics and stands on the same level with the account of

the resurrection itself which is reported most dramatically by Mat-

thew in chapter xxviii, as having taken place in the presence of

Mary Magdalene and the other Mary. We read (xxviii. 2-7) :

"And, behold, there was a great earthquake: for the angel of

the Lord descended from heaven, and came and rolled back the

stone from the door, and sat upon it. I lis countenance was like

lightning, and his raiment white as snow : And for fear of him the

keepers did shake, and became as dead men. And the angel an-

swered and said to the women, Fear not ye : for I know that ye

seek Jesus, which was crucified. He is not here : for he is risen,

as he said. Come, see the place where the Lord lay. And go

quickly, and tell his disciples that he is risen from the dead ; and,

behold, he goeth before you into Galilee ; there shall ye see him

:

lo, I have told you."

The women saw the angel and heard his words, but nothing is

said that they themselves saw Christ rise. The doctrine of the

bodily resurrection has been held with great tenacity by all Chris-

tians not excluding Protestants, but it has of late been more and

more declared to be unessential, and it is doubtful whether any lead-

ing Protestant theologian would commit himself to regard it as an

essential article of faith. With the change of our views concerning

immortality which from a belief in the revival of the body has more

and more come to be a belief in the immortality of the soul, we have

also grown more accustomed to the account of Christ's resurrection

as a legend in which the current notion of life after death among
the early Christians found its typical embodiment. The celebration

of Easter, however, remains and will remain so long as the return

of spring indicates the revival of nature and the return of new life,

new verdure, new joy, new blossoms and the promise of a rich har-

vest in the summer.



THE BUDDHIST CONCEPTION OF DEATH/

BY THE RIGHT REV. SOYEN SHAKU,
Lord Abbot of Engakuji and Kenchoji, Kamakura, Japan.

OCCIDENTAL scholars frequently represent the ideal of Bud-

dhism as an escape from life and a passing into eternal stillness

;

but this is an error, for Buddhists do not shun struggle and warfare.

If a cause is worthy they will not hesitate to lay down their lives for

it, and they will do so again and again in this as well as in future

incarnations.

The idea of future incarnations may startle the Western reader

;

but we Buddhists believe that men appear upon this earth over and

again and will not rest until they have gained the end, that is, until

they have attained their ideal of life ; for lives continue to prevail.

It is a feature peculiar to our faith which appeals most powerfully

to the Japanese imagination, that man's life is not limited to this

existence only, and that if he thinks, feels, and acts truthfully, nobly,

virtuously, unselfishly, he will live forever in these thoughts, senti-

ments, and works ; for anything good, beautiful and true is in ac-

cordance with the reason of existence, and is destined to have a life

eternal. This is the Buddhist conception of immortality.

When during the war of independence, an American was caught

by the British soldiers and condemned to be hanged as a spy, he ex-

claimed: "It is a pity that I have only one life to sacrifice for my
country." Pi^y, indeed, it was that Nathan Hale did not know the

truth that, from the example set, there have arisen many patriotic

minds inspired with the same sentiment. He did not die, he did not

vanish into an unknown region ; but he is living a life eternal, he is

being born generation after generation, not only in his own country,

but also in my country, and in other countries, and in fact everywhere

all over the three thousand worlds.

* This article from the pen of a Buddhist prelate is of unusual value in

tlie literature of comparative religion, and we take pleasure in presenting it

to our readers. It has been translated from the Japanese by Daisetz Teitaro
Suzuki and is reprinted from The Monist of January, 1907.

—

Ed.
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In this respect Masashige, a Buddhist general still worshiped

in Japan as a type of loyalty, had a decided advantage over Christian

heroes. He lived about six hundred years ago, and his virtues were

not fully appreciated during his life ; but when he died he imprinted

his immortal soul on the pages of Japanese history. When the

Emperor sent him once against the invading army which greatly

outnumbered his forces and was led by a very able general, Masa-

shige had his own plan of making a stand against odds ; but some

ignorant court favorite succeeded in having the hero's proposition

set aside, and by his sovereign's command he was thereby compelled

to fight a losing battle. There was nothing for him to do but to check

the advance of the enemy as long as possible, so that the Emperor

could find time enough to make a safe escape from the capital.

Having fought most gallantly, and borne bravely the furious attacks

of the enemy, he was finally outnumbered ; and when, covered with

wounds, he saw that further resistance was useless, he gathered his

commanding officers around him, bade them farewell, and made this

solemn utterance: "I pray that I be born seven times on this earth

and crush all the enemies of our Imperial House." Thereupon he

drew his dagger to put an end to his present existence, and his of-

ficers did the same.

This outlook into future incarnations, which seems to possess

no meaning for Christians, makes a very profound impression upon

us Buddhists. It seems to be pregnant with a great religious sig-

nificance. It implies a continuance of our personal existence in its

individuality. Masashige meant that his work should be continued

by w^orshipers or imitators who would be inspired by his noble ex-

ample. And most certainly did he find a legion of successors in the

loyal and patriotic soldiers and sailors who have died in former wars

and also in this recent war with Russia. They all are incarnations

of our most beloved hero-general Masashige. For he was not leading

in spirit all these soldiers to the realization of the work he once

planned ? Can we say that the hero breathed his last when he fought

his losing battle some six hundred years ago, while his soul is still

living in the heart of every patriotic and loyal citizen of Japan?

When the late commander Hirose went to blockade the entrance

of Port Arthur, he was inspired by the same sentiment which he

expressed in his swan song. He was conscious of the inmiortality

of the work to which his incarnation was devoted, and this is ex-

pressed in the verse that was his last utterance:

"Yea, seven lives for my loved land

!

I gladly die at its command.
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My heart is firm; I must prevail;

I smile while calmly forth I sail."

Has not Alasashige's soul found a true expression in the con-

sciousness of this brave patriot? For otherwise he could not have

enjoyed that serenity which characterized him in the moment of

danger and in the face of death.

Some have explained the bold courage of the Japanese soldier

as fatalism ; but clear thinkers will not see in it a passive resignation,

but rather a hopeful consummation of existence in men who are

convinced of the final triumph of good over evil, and the calm as-

surance that the individual lives as long as he identifies himself with

a noble thought, worthy work, exalted sentiment, uplifting impulse,

in short, with anything that cements the brotherly union of all man-

kind. Those who are accustomed to look at things from the indi-

vidualistic point of view may not understand very clearly what I

endeavor to explain ; but the fact is that however tenaciously we may

cling to our individual existences, we are utterly helpless when that

power which comprehends everything stands against our selfish

desires. There is nothing left to us but to submit meekly to its

eternal ordinance and to let it work out its own purpose regardless

of ourselves. When Schleiermacher defines religion as a feeling of

absolute dependence, he has rightly laid his hand on that indefinable

and unclear longing which lurks in the dark recesses of every soul

—a vague feeling which intuitively becomes aware of the weakness

of the individual as such, but which possesses an immense strength

as soon as the individual identifies himself with a supra-individual

power. This is evidently neither fatalistic nor fantastic.

All sincere Buddhists are firmly convinced of the truth of non-

egoism, and they do not think that the value of an individual as such

is ultimate. On account of this, they are not disturbed at the moment

of death ; they calmly meet the end of life and let the world-destiny

accomplish the purpose it may have in view. This emancipation

from the individualistic limitations seems to have largely contributed

to the perfection of the Japanese military culture known as Btishido.

Old Japanese soldiers, nobles, and men of letters, therefore, dis-

played an almost gay cheerfulness even in the most critical moments

of life, and they faced death unflinchingly, sometimes even in mirth.

This buoyancy in which death is held in contempt stands in a marked

contrast to the pious, prayerful attitude of the Christians, who look

forward to their dying moments in a spirit of contrite penitence.

Ota Dokwan, a great Japanese statesman and general of some

fotu- Inmdred years ago, was assassinated in his own castle by a
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band of spies sent by an enemy. They found hlni unarmed and

stabbed him; and when he fell to the ground, the assassins before

finishing their cowardly work asked what the general had to say

before he bade farewell to this world ; whereupon Dokwan calmly

answered

:

"To quit life which is sweet to me
Would truly a great hardship be,

Had I not come to the conclusion

That thought of self is an illusion."

Finding peace of heart in this solution of life, Buddhists do not

fear death; whatever may be their social positions, they are ever

ready to lay down their lives for a higher cause which demands the

sacrifice. They know that their present individual existences will

come to an end, but they know at the same time that spiritually they

live forever ; and this higher conception of life together with a

nobler interpretation of death has been contributed to Japanese cul-

ture by Buddhism.



THE HISTORY OF SPECTACLES.*

BY CARL BARCK, A. M., M. D.

\ SMALL article, and yet how important for mankind and its

jTx. progress ! Without it thousands, or rather millions, of elderly

people would no longer be able to enjoy reading, and just as many

millions of near-sighted individuals would be deprived throughout

their lifetime of the benefit of distinct vision. But we are now so

A

After

TUNGUSIAN V^OMAN.

a drawing by Vereschagin.

A CHINESE WITH SPECTACLES.

From Davis, The Chinese (1836).

accustomed to the general use of this auxiliary, that we need re-

minding that for centuries the combined labor of industrial art and

of science has been necessary to bring the spectacles, and their scien-

tific selection, to the present state of perfection.

At the very outset the difficult question arises, whether the

* This essay was originally delivered as a lecture before the Academy of
Science, St. Louis. The illustrations, with few exceptions, have been collected

by Dr. Emil Bock, an Austrian ophthalmologist, and published in a monograph
entitled Die Brille und ihre Geschichtc, Vienna, 1903.
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invention of glasses should be credited to the Mongolian or the

Caucasian race. It is possible, that the Chinese used glasses at a

much earlier period than the nations of western Europe. While

those which are in use among them at the present time are similar

to ours, and mostly imported from Europe, there exist some old

pictures which show Chinese reading with glasses of a different

pattern. In one of these they are kept in position by a band, which

passes around the head below the cars and the occiput. In another

they are held by two cords which pass over the ears and hang down

to the breast ; they are kept taut by weights attached to their ends.

The lenses are round and very large. These spectacles are also men-

tioned in the narratives of early travelers, and it is stated by them

that the lenses were made out of a slightly yellowish-brown stone,

called "schachi" or teastone, most probably a kind of topaz. In some

MAN FROM THE ISLAND OF TSU-MING.

From Ferraro, // costume antico e moderno (Milan, 1817).

collections, a few of such very old Chinese spectacles are still pre-

served. But as more exact data, especially in literature, are wanting,

this question, whether the Chinese made the discovery independently

of and prior to the nations of western Eurasia, remains an open

one, and we will turn our attention to the latter.

Amongst the ruins of old Nineveh an interesting find was made

by Sir Henry Layard,* namely a lens of rock crystal. This oldest

lens in existence is plano-convex, i^^ inch in diameter, with a focus

of 43/2 inches. It is fairly well polished. But as to its use, and

whether this one specimen is indicative of a more general employ-

ment of glasses, we are in the dark. Even if the old Assyrians and

Babylonians did possess this art, it became lost afterwards. For to

the ancient Hebrews and Egyptians spectacles were unknown.

* Discoveries Among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, 1853, p. 197.



THE INVESTITURE OF FRIEDRICH OF NUREMBERG WITH THE

BRANDENBURG ELECTORATE, APRIL 1 7, I417.

From a colored picture of a contemporary manuscript by Ulrich

Richenthal, now in the University Library at Prague.
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The Greeks were likewise unacquainted with them. In the
four treatises on "optics" by Euclid, Heron, Ptolemaeus and Damianus,

THK DEATH OF MARY.
After an engraving by Martin Schongauer (1450-1491). Two men
kneel at the bedside, one of whom, apparently nearsighted, seems
to be reading through a pair of glasses held directly against the

page of the book in the other man's hands.

which have come down to us, not the least mention is made of them.
They knew only that by means of the so-called "shoemaker's globe,"
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a glass-sphere filled with water, the rays of the sun could be collected

and combustible bodies ignited. xA.ristophanes, in his comedy "The

Clouds" alludes to this as a well-known fact.

Among the Romans, the "shoemaker's globe" became a regular

part of the instrumentarium of physicians, who used it for cauter-

izing ; later on they also observed that small objects became mag-

nified by it. Winkelmann, in his History of Art (1776), drew

the conclusion from the most minute carving of some of their gems

that this could not have been executed had the engravers not pos-

sessed magnifying glasses. But his further deduction as to the

similarity of these to ours is unwarranted.

The main dispute, however, arose over the interpretation of a

passage in Pliny, relating to Nero. The original reads as follows

:

Nero princeps gladiatorum piignas spectabat in smaragdo, ("The

emperor Nero viewed the combats of the gladiators in an emerald").

Some scholars construed this to mean that Nero used an emerald

as we do glasses, and concluded even that Nero was near-sighted.

But this latter opinion, although it has become fixed in the popular

mind, is certainly not true, because Pliny, at another place, makes

the direct statement that the eyes of Nero were weak for near ob-

jects unless he blinked: Ocnli Neronis, nisi cum conniveret, ad

prope admota hcbetes. And Suetonius calls them caesii ct hchetes—
dull and weak. Nero was either far-sighted or astigmatic, but not

near-sighted.

The sentence just prior to the first quoted passage, that Nero

viewed the combats in an emerald, deals with emeralds in general,

and states that they, when large enough, and inclined, reflected the

images of objects as mirrors do. The logical relation of these two

sentences, and the direct statement in smaragdo, "in an emerald,"

leaves hardly any doubt that Nero used the emerald like a small

mirror. Had Pliny wanted to say that the emerald was used like

our spectacles, per smaragdnin, "through an emerald," would have

been the phrase. Although Lessing, in the 45th of his "Antiquarian

Letters," 1768, discussed this subject at length and refuted the mis-

interpretation, this has survived not only among the laity but has

even found its way into scientific works. As an example of the

former I cite the famous dramatized novel by Sienkiewicz, Quo
Vadis; of the latter, the History of Ophthalmology, by A. Hirsch,

1877.

There being no other reference to glasses in the entire Latin

literature, medical as well as non-medical, we may safely state that

the use of spectacles was just as unknown to the Romans as to the
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DETAIL FKOiM VAN EYCK S ^L\DO^•^A WITH SAINTS AND DOxNOR.

From a carbon print of an oil painting on wood by Jan van Eyck
at the Academy at Bruges. Between the Virgin and Saint George
kneels the donor, Georg van der Pale, holding with the fingers

of his right hand a pair of black-bowed glasses.
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Other ancient nations. Nor is there any mention of them during the

first twelve centuries of the Christian era.

At the end of the thirteenth century, however, testimonials

to their use begin to appear from different sources and countries.

The famous philosopher Roger Bacon speaks of glasses which cause

small letters to appear large; this was in 1276, and therefore some

authors attributed their invention to him.* In Germany, they are

referred to in a collection of minnesanger ballads, in 1280. About

1300, they are fairly well known and used in the Netherlands

;

Alexander von Humboldt states this especially of Haarlem.

STATUE WITH GLASSES.

iSth century. In the Museum at

Vienna.

OLD MAN READING.

Woodcut from Bartisch, Augendiensi
(Dresden, 1583).

But the credit for the discovery belongs most probably to one

of two Italians, who were friends or closely acquainted, Salvino

d'Armato degli Armati and Alessandro della Spina.

Armati was of noble family and died in 13 17. On his tombstone

in Florence there is the inscription, "Here lies Salvino d'Armato

degli Armati, of Florence, the inventor of spectacles. May God for-

give his sins. He died anno Domini 1317." As the year of the dis-

covery, 1285 is assigned.

* E. G. Caesemaker, Notice Jiistoriquc sur les lunettes et les verves op-
tiques, 1845.
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Spina was a Dominican monk of Pisa. In the monastery

archives the year of his death is given as 13 13, and the following is

Hf^
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or heard. Spectacles, which were made first by some one else, who
did not want to communicate anything about them, were then made

by him. and were distributed with a cheerful and benevolent heart."

The dictionary of the Academy of Florence (1729) contains

under occhiali ("spectacles") the following: "Rivalto, a monk of

Pisa, in a sermon delivered on February 23, 1305, made the follow-

ing statement : 'It is not 20 years since the art of making spectacles,

one of the most useful arts on earth, was discovered. I, myself,

have seen and conversed with the man who made them first.'
"

W^hether he meant Armati or Spitta, cannot be decided.

In a manuscript of the year 1289. published first by Dr. Redi

COAT OF ARMS OF THE SPECTACLE A PEDDLER OF SPECTACLES.

MAKERS' GUILD IN FRANCE, 1581. ^fter an engraving by Dupuis (1696-

After Pansier. ^770.)

in 1648, we find this passage: "I am so debilitated by age that with-

out the glasses known as spectacles, I would no longer be able to

read or write. These have lately been invented, much to the benefit

of poor old people whose sight has become weak."

All these, data are conclusive evidence that the origin of spec-

tacles dates from the end of the thirteenth century, and can be

credited to either Armati or Spina, conjointly or independently.

The first physicians to mention them were Gordon, Professor

of Medicine in Montpelier, 1305, who stated that, thanks to his

excellent remedies, glasses were superfluous ; and his contemporary,
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Professor Guido, of Avignon, who, after praising his remedies, more

modestly remarked that if they did not help, the need of spectacles

was indicated.

SPECTACLES.

From a manuscript of the year 1600 at the Germanic Museum of Nuremberg

In the fourteenth century the use of glasses spread slowly but

regularly in the different countries of Europe, at first among the
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higher classes. References to them, in documents as well as pic-

tures, became more and more numerous ; but the masses did not take

SPECTACLES.

From a manuscript of the year i6oo at the Germanic Museum of Nuremberg.

kindly to the innovation. Wearers of spectacles were not only

ridiculed, but the glasses, according to the superstition of the times,
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were called a device of the devil. The unsightly frame and the high

price were also obstacles to their general employment. Even at the

end of the sixteenth century, the price of a pair of spectacles was

from 100 to 200 kronen, equal to 40 to 75 dollars.

But as everything of real merit has a tendency to survive, they

won their way more and more into favor. At the end of the six-

teenth century we find regular guilds of spectaclemakers in Italy,

France and Germany, with their own coat-of-arms. In the latter

country, the chief city for their manufacture was Ratisbon, and the

by-laws of its guild, of the year 1600, are still preserved in the

famous museum at Nuremberg. Here are also to be found quite

SPECTACLES.

From a manuscript of the year 1600 at the Germanic Museum of Nuremberg.

a number of drawings showing the different styles of the frames

at that period. In the earliest designs we possess, the lenses are

round and contained in a ring of black horn, about one-half inch

wide; the two sides are united by a leather band nearly an inch

long, and are kept in position by another leather band passing around

the head. Soon afterwards we meet with lorgnettes, and in the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century nose glasses made their appear-

ance. Gradually the frame became more light and elegant ; the

first metal used was iron, followed by the metals now in vogue,

such as steel, nickel, gold, etc. In the latter half of the last century
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a number of ingenious devices for holding nose-glasses in position

have been invented with which you are all well acquainted.

The earlier lenses were ground out of a smokv-colored stone,

OLD MAN DEMONSTRATING THE EFFECTS OF ANTIDOTES ON A SNAKE.

After an engraving by Curti (1634-1718). From Peters, Der Arzt
und die Ileilkundc.

berillus, from which the German name Parillen, later Brillen is de-

rived. Soon afterwards they were made of glass, the best of which

came from Venice. Spectacle-grinders of Venice, for example M.
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Lorenzo, of the firm "The Big Spectacles," were famed throughout

Europe.

During- the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries only convex

POPE LEO X AND CARDINALS GIUGLIO MEDICI AND ROSSI.

After an oil painting by Raphael in the Pitti Palace at Florence.

The Pope holds a single round concave glass in his left hand.

glasses for reading were known. The concave ones came into use

in the beginning of the sixteenth. One of the first to wear them
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was Pope Leo X, who was very near-sighted and wore them when

hunting. "With them I see better than my companions," are his

words. In the Pitti palace, in Florence, hangs his picture, painted

by Raphael in 15 17, with concave glasses in his hand. The con-

cavity is plainly shown by the reflex.

It had been observed that some weak eyes were not improved

by either convex or concave glasses. The reason of this was dis-

covered by the famous scientist Thomas Young to be an unequal

curvature of the media, which condition was afterwards termed

astigmatism. Young, being astigmatic, studied his own eyes and

published his observations in the Philos. Trans., 180 1. They created

considerable discussion, and later on the astronomer George Airy

devised cylindrical glasses for the correction of astigmatism, and

had them made for himself by the optician Fuller at Ipswich, 1827.

Independently of him, McAllister, of Philadelphia, 1828, and Suscipi

of Rome, 1844. also ground cylindrical glasses.

The so-called bifocals, where one frame contains two glasses,

the upper for distance and the lower for reading, were invented by

Benjamin Franklin. In a letter to Whately of London, 1785, he

gives a clear description of them and speaks highly of their con-

venience. At first these were made just as Franklin made them

—

and we still occasionally see them—by cutting two lenses of difit'erent

foci and using one-half of each. Later, the same effect was obtained

by cementing an additional oval segment to the lower portion of

the distance lens ; and the very latest improvement in this direction

are the "invisible bifocals," where the former is inserted in a slit in

the latter. The optician Theodore Mundorff of New York has

succeeded in grinding bifocal lenses (which he calls "Neeranfar")

directly out of one piece of glass—a process patented in 1904 and

now on the general market.

Periscopic glasses, i. e., those with a concave surface on one

side and a convex on the other, and which give a wider field, were

recommended as early as 1803 by Wollaston.* But they have come

into general use only within the last decades, since the best combina-

tion of the two surfaces has been mathematically calculated.

* * *

So far we have dealt with the art of manufacture, and we will

now turn our attention to the evolution of the scientific method of

selection.

In the beginning and throughout the Middle Ages the selling

of glasses, and their adjustment, if we can speak of such, was done

* "On an Improvement in the Form of Spectacle glasses," Philos. Mag...
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by "spectacle peddlers." Their appearance was strikinc;-, and we
find them therefore portrayed in quite a number of pictures. This

method has survived even to the present day, as you may see daily

at different street corners of every large city. Within the seven-

THE SPECTACLE PEDDLER.

From an engraving by W. E. Dietrich in 1741. The woman is

testing the power of a glass on the fabric of her apron.

teenth century optical stores were established, first in Germany.

Physicians for a long time did not pay much attention to spectacles.

They considered it beneath the dignity of their profession to have

anything to do with the selection of them, until the middle of the
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nineteenth century. Some of them, as for instance Bartisch of

Dresden, the most famous oculist of the sixteenth century, even ad-

vised asrainst their use.

The eadiest numbering of the lenses was crude and arbitrary.

The age for which they were considered most suitable was scratched

upon the glass, the different makers and sellers having their own
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scales. An attempt to establish rules for numberinc^ and selection

was made by Daca de Valdes, of Seville, 1623, whose manuscript

is the only one that has come down to us out of the first five cen-

turies. As he was unacquainted with either optics or anatomy of

the eye, he deals with the subject in an empirical way. T.ater on,

in the beg-inning of the eighteenth century, and originating in France,

the lenses were designated according to their radius of curvature.

The dawn of the seventeenth century marks a new era in optics,

by the epochal work of the astronomer Johannes Kejilcr. The an-

cient Greeks believed that during the act of vision something cma-

THE BIBLIOMANIAC.

After a woodcut in Sebastian Brant's
Narrenschiff (1494).

THE SCHOLAR.

After a woodcut from the Brosamlcin

(1517) attributed to Kayserberg.

nated from the eye towards the object. To discuss the different sub-

sequent theories here would lead us too far. Kepler demonstrated"^

that the rays of light come from the object, and are refracted by the

cornea and lens of the eye to form an inverted picture of the object

on the retina. He had a fairly clear conception of near- and far-

sightedness and how they were influenced by glasses. Furthermore,

he predicated the necessity of accomodation from our ability to see

objects far away as well as close to the eye.

During the next two centuries the knowledge of the anatomy and

the physiology of the eye made enormous progress in all their de-

* Paralipomena ad Vitellionem, 1604, and Dioptrice, 161 1.
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tails. Ill spite of this the physicians maintained their reserved atti-

tude, and refused to concern themselves with glasses until the middle

of the last century, when a change took place, and the selection of

glasses became included in the domain of science.

This was due mainly to the classical works of Donders and

Helmholtz, who laid the foundation upon which the superstructure

rose by rapid steps.

Donders, of Utrecht" established a strictly mathematical basis,

by introducing as the standard the so-called emmetropic eye, an eye

a. Spectacle ducat b. Spectacle dollar of Brunswick. c. Freemason's
of Christian IV of ducat.

Denmark.
COINS BE.\RING SPECTACLE DESIGNS.f

in which parallel rays are focussed upon the retina. The two other

possibilities, where the rays are focussed in front or behind the

retina, are respectively the myopic or near-sighted and the hyperopic

or far-sighted eye. These are the three kinds of refraction.

Further Donders distinguished between static and dynamic re-

fraction, the latter being the change of the former by the act of ac-

commodation. Accommodation means the faculty of the eye to

adjust itself from distant to near objects and vice versa. The

* On the Anomalies of Accommodation and Refraction of the Eye, 1864.

t In 1644 gold-bearing ore was discovered in Norway from which some
ducats were coined, but many were incredulous and claimed that they were
made from old coins. Gold was then found in still another place in Norway,
and in 1647 King Christian IV had new ducats made bearing on one side,

under a pair of glasses, the words Vide mira doniini ("Behold the miracles of
the Lord"). In the sixteentli century Brunswick had a series of coins which
bore on one side a wild man holding a torch in liis right hand, and in his left

a skull, hour-glass and a pair of spectacles. The letters around are the ini-

tials of the rhyme, "IVas Hilft Dcm Alten Licht Vnd Brill, Der Sich Selbst
Nicht Hilft Vnd Kenncn Will ("Torch and glasses will not help the old man
who will not help and know himself"). The ducat of the freemasons is very
rare and bears below a pair of eyeglasses the legend, Das gantzc Geheimnus,
"the whole secret."
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mechanism of this function had become quite well understood

through the progress of anatomy in the previous century and the

physiological researches of Helmholtz. During accommodation for

near objects the lens becomes more convex, and this is accomplished

by a muscle inside of the eyeball. In estimating the static refraction,

the accommodation must be excluded or errors will creep in.

While many people are able to relax their accommodation en-

tirely, others, especially children, are unable to do so. When, there-

fore, chemistry gave us, in atropin and similar alkaloids, remedies

by which we are able to paralyze the muscle of accommodation for a

short time, it was a welcome aid. By its means all errors from this

source can be avoided.

AN OLD WOMAN ASLEEP OVER HER BOOK.

After an etching by Rembrandt (1606-1669.)

The invention of the ophthalmoscope by Helmholtz in 1851 not

only enabled the physician to see the interior of the eye, but also to

determine the refraction by exact measurement without reference

to the information obtained from the person examined. Various

modifications of this method have been evolved since, and at the

present day, in every thorough test, the patient's statement is con-

trolled by objective observation.

About thirty years ago a revision of the numbering of lenses

took place. In the old system the effect of the lens was the recipro-

cal value of its radius of curvature, and the calculations had to be
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done in fractions. The new, or metric system, takes as its basis the

optic value, i. e., the focal distance of the lens. Its standard is a lens

with a focus of one meter, the so-called "diopter lens." A lens with

a focus of one-half meter, being- twice as strong, is called a lens of

two diopters, etc. This new nomenclature which uses whole num-

bers instead of fractions and makes the calculations considerably

easier and quicker, has been universally adopted.

In 1855 Helmholtz devised the ophthalmometer, an instrument

by which the curvature of the cornea in the different meridians and

thereby its astigmatism can be measured directly ; he and his disciple.

Knapp of New York, made the first investigations with it. Primarily

a cumbersome laboratory instrument, Javal and Schioetz of Paris

in the eighties gave it a practical form for daily use, and it is now

regularly employed for the determination of corneal astigmatism.

By means of all these instruments and methods of precision the

refraction can be accurately calculated ; and with the knowledge of

the relationship between the power of accommodation and age, the

medical advisor is governed by scientific laws in the selection of

spectacles.



GOETHE'S NATURE PHILOSOPHY.

BY THE EDITOR.

GOETHE disliked the jealousy of the God of the Jews who
would not tolerate other gods beside himself. He loved Jacobi

for his positive Christian conviction, and was only alienated from

him through his friend's narrowness, but even then he never ceased

to appreciate his character and to cherish his regard.

Jacobi wrote to Goethe on December 28, 1812, "I am sorry that

my booklet On divine Things has 'pretty much indisposed' you.

Perhaps you will read it over once more after a year's time and I

sincerely hope that you will. I do not believe, as you do, that we
are constantly diverging, but that my love for you can not die, you

should know."

Goethe answered this kind letter of his friend on January 6,

1813:

"Men are united by convictions ; they are separated by opin-

ions. The former are units in which we come together, the latter

are manifolds in which we become dispersed The friendships

of our youth are founded on the former; our differences in an ad-

vanced age are due to the latter. As to myself I can not, consider-

ing the diverse directions of my nature, be satisfied with one way
of thinking. As a poet and artist I am polytheistic, as a naturalist

I am pantheistic, and I am the one as decidedly as the other. In

case I needed a God for my personality as a moral being, I should

be provided therewith. Heavenly and earthly things comprise such

a wide realm that they can be covered only by the activity of all

taken together. You see such is my case, and in this way I work
entirely within and without myself, and I desire that every one

else should do the same. Only when what is indispensable for my
own being and doing is treated by others as subordinate, unreal or

even obnoxious, do I permit myself for some moments to be cross,

nor do I conceal it from my friends or those who are near me.
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The mood soon passes and though I may be headstrong in my own
way, I beware of a reaction."

After Jacobi's death in 1819, Goethe sums up his view of him

as follows : "Jacobi thought first of spirit, I of nature. We were

separated by what should have united us, but the first ground of

our relations remained unshaken. Otir inclination, love and confi-

dence remained constant, yet the loving interest became gradually

less and finally disappeared. During our later labors we never again

exchanged a friendly word. Strange that persons who cultivate the

powers of thought, could not become clear concerning their mutual

relations, that they allowed themselves to be disturbed through a

mere onesidedness of speech, by antagonistic thought and error

that could easily be removed ; Why did we not say in season, 'Who
wants the highest, must will the whole ; who speaks of spirit must

presuppose nature ; who speaks of nature must presuppose spirit,

or if not presuppose, must tacitly assume it. We can not separate

thinking from thought, will from what is willed.' Had we tried to

understand one another we might have gone through life hand in

hand, instead, as is now the case, at the end of our careers when
contemplating our paths trodden in separation, with a kindly and

even cordial, but none the less actual, regret."

Goethe expressed his world-conception in a prose poem on

nature which is- published as "A Fragment" in the first issues of

the Journal of Erfurt in 1782, a periodical which was not printed

but written by hand in eleven copies, and circulated in the select

circles of Weimar. This fragment is a remarkable piece of poetic

prose, characteristic of Goethe the pantheist, and reads as follows:

GOETHE'S RHAPSODY ON NATURE.*

"Nature ! By her we are surrounded and encompassed—unable

to step out of her and unable to enter deeper into her. Unsolicited

and unwarned, she receives us into the circle of her dance, and hur-

ries along with us, till we are exhausted and drop out of her arms.

"She creates ever new forms ; what now is, was never before

;

what was, comes not again—all is new, and yet always the old.

"We live in her midst, and are strangers to her. She speaks

with us incessantly, and betrays not her mystery unto us. We affect

her constantly, and yet have no power over her.

"She seems to have contrived everything for individuality, but

cares nothing for individuals. She builds ever and ever destroys,

and her workshop is inaccessible.

Translated by the author.
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"She lives in children alone; and the mother, where is she? She

is the only artist : from the simplest subject to the greatest contrasts

;

without apparent effort to the greatest perfection, to the prccisest

exactness—always covered with something gentle. Every one of

her works has a being of its own, every one of her phenomena has

the most isolated idea, and yet they all make one.

"She acts a play on the stage: whether she sees it herself we

know not, and yet she plays it for us who stand in in the corner.

"There is an eternal living, becoming, and moving in her, and

yet she proceeds no farther. She transforms herself forever, and

there is no moment when she stands still. Of remaining in a spot

she does not think, and attaches her curse to standing still. She is

firm ; her step is measured, her exceptions rare, her laws unalterable.

"She has thought, and is constantly meditating; not as a man,

but as nature. She has an all-embracing mind of her own, and no

one can penetrate it.

"All men are in her, and she is in all. With all she carries on

a friendly game, and rejoices the more they win from her. She

plays it with many so secretly, that she plays it to the end ere they

know it.

"The most unnatural is also nature ; even the stupidest Phil-

istinism hath something of her genius. Who sees her not every-

where, sees her nowhere aright.

"She loves herself and clings ever, with eyes and hearts with-

out number, to herself. She has divided herself in pieces in order to

enjoy herself. Ever she lets new enjoyers grow, insatiable to impart

herself.

"She delights in illusion. Whoever destroys this in himself and

others, him she punishes as the strictest tyrant. Whoever trustfully

follows her, him she presses like a child to her heart.

"Her children are without number. To no one is she altogether

niggardly, but she has favorites upon whom she squanders much,

and to whom she sacrifices much. To greatness she has pledged her

protection.

"She flings forth her creatures out of nothing, and tells them

not whence they conic, nor whither they are going. Let them only

run ; she knows the way.

"She has few springs, but those are never worn out, always

active, always manifold.

"Her play is ever new, because she ever creates new spectators.

Life is her finest invention, and death is her artifice to get more life.

"She veils man in darkness, and spurs him continually to the
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light. She makes him dependent on the earth, dull and heavy, and

keeps rousing him afresh.

"She gives wants, because she loves motion. The wonder is

that she accomplishes all this motion with so little. Every want is

a benefit
;
quickly satisfied, quickly growing again. If she gives one

more, it is a new source of pleasure ; but she soon comes into equi-

librium.

"She sets out every moment for the longest race, and is every

moment at the goal.

"She is vanity itself, but not for us, to whom she has made her-

self the greatest weight.

"She lets every child tinker upon her, every fool pass judgment

on her, thousands stumble over her and see nothing ; and she has her

joy in all, and she finds in all her account.

"Man obeys her laws, even when he strives against them; he

works with her even when he would work against her.

"She makes of all she gives a blessing, for she first makes it

indispensable. She lags, that we may long for her ; she hastens,

that we may not grow weary of her.

"She has no speech or language ; but she creates tongues and

hearts through which she feels and speaks.

"Her crown is love. Only through it can one come near her.

She creates gaps between all things, and is always ready to engulf

all. She has isolated all, to draw all together. By a few draughts

from the cup of love she makes up for a life full of trouble.

"She is all. She rewards herself and punishes herself, delights

and torments herself. She is rude and gentle, lovely and terrible,

powerless and almighty.

"All is always nozv in her. Past and future knows she not. The

present is her eternity.

"She is kindly. I praise her with all her works. She is wise

and quiet. One can tear no explanation from her, extort from her

no gift, which she gives not of her own free will. She is cunning,

but for a good end, and it is best not to observe her cunning.

"She is whole, and yet ever uncompleted. As she plies it, she

can always ply it.

"To every one she appears in a form of her own. She hides

herself in a thousand names and terms, and is always the same.

"She has placed me here, she will lead me away. I trust myself

to her. She may manage it with me. She will not hate her work.

It is not I who spake of her. No, both the true as well as the false,

she has spoken it all. All the guilt is hers, and hers all the merit."
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1

Many years after this rhapsody was written, the Chancellor of

Saxe-Weimar, Herr Miiller, aj^ain submitted the manuscript to

Goethe, who had forgotten all about it. In the meantime he had

modified his views, or rather emphasized another point in his world-

conception, and so he looked upon his former thought as unsatis-

factory. It was to him a comparative that ought to be superceded

by a superlative. Yet it is understood that the superlative surpasses

the comparative without suppressing it.

In 1782 Goethe as a pantheist believed in nature and in the

divinity of nature in which we live and move and have our being,

but in later years he says concerning his view at this time: "Nature

here does not move forward, she remains the same. Her laws are

unchangeable. Nature places me within life ; she will lead me out

of it, and I confide in her." Without objecting to his former belief,

he has now learned to appreciate progress in nature. He sees that

by "polarity" and by "gradation" nature produces a tendency siir-

siDii, involving a constant metamorphosis. His investigations in

natural science taught him that man is kin to the animal, that he

has risen from the animal kingdom, and that consequently he is

capable of rising higher and higher. The thoughts of man's lowly

origin and his kinship to the animal world are not depressing to him,

but on the contrary elevating. He sees in them the promise of man's

unlimited possibilities, but this idea is not expressed in his fragment

on "Nature." So he adds to it an "Elucidation to the Aphoristic

Essay on Nature," under the date of May 24, 1828, addressed to

Chancellor Von Miiller as follows:

"This essay was sent to me a short time ago from among the

papers of the late revered Duchess Anna Amalia ; it is written by

a familiar hand, of which I was accustomed to avail myself in my
affairs, in the year 1780 or thereabouts.

"I do not exactly remember having written these reflections,

but they agree very well with the ideas which had at that time be-

come developed in my mind. I might term the degree of insight

which I then possessed, a comparative one, which was trying to

express its tendency towards a superlative not yet attained.

"There is an obvious inclination to a sort of Pantheism, to the

conception of an unfathomable, unconditioned, humorously self-

contradictory being, underlying the phenomena of nature; and it

may pass as a jest, with a bitter truth in it.

"What it lacks, however, to make it complete is the considera-

tion of the two great driving wheels of nature : the ideas of polarity

and of gradation, the first pertaining to matter in so far as we con-
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ceive it as material, the second on the other hand pertaining to

spirit in so far as we conceive it as spiritual ; the one exists in con-

tinuous attraction and repulsion, the other in constantly aspiring

to a higher stage. But because matter can not exist efficiently with-

out spirit nor spirit without matter, matter is also capable of ad-

vancement just as spirit is not prevented from attracting and re-

pelling ; as only those can understand who have analysed sufficiently

to be able to make combinations, or have made enough combinations

to be able to analyse again.

"In those years when the above mentioned essay was probably

written I was chiefly occupied with comparative anatomy, and in

1784 took great pains to arouse sympathy with my conviction that

man's possession of an intermaxillary bone was not to be disputed.

Even very good thinkers would not investigate the truth of the

.assertion and the best observers denied its importance and as in

so many other matters I had to secretly pursue my own way.

"I studied with unremitting effort the versatility of nature in

the vegetable kingdom, and was fortunate enough when in Sicily

in 1787 to become acquainted objectively with the metamorphosis

of plants as well as in the abstract conception. The metamorphosis

of the animal kingdom bordered on that of plants, and in 1790 in

Venice I discovered the origin of the skull from vertebrae. I now
pursued more eagerly the construction of the type, dictated the

formula to Max Jacobi at Jena in 1795, and soon had the pleasure

of seeing my work taken up by German naturalists.

"If we consider the high achievements by which all the phe-

nomena of nature have been gradually linked together in the human
mind ; and then, once more, thoughtfully peruse the above essay,

from which we started, we shall, not without a smile, compare that

comparative, as I called it, with the superlative which we have now
reached, and rejoice in the progress of fifty years."

It is well known that Goethe was an evolutionist, or as he would

have called himself, a transformationist. He believed in the plas-

ticity of life and he became firmly convinced that all plants were

mere variations of one general type. They are all kin and their

variety of form can be explained by metamorphosis or transforma-

tion. His enthusiasm for this idea found expression in lines ad-

dressed to his wife Christine under the title "The Metamorphosis

of Plants." Unfortunately the poem is written in the ponderous

meter of elegiac distich. It reads:
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THE METAMORPHOSIS OF PLANTS.*

"Thou art confused, my beloved, at seeing the thousandfold medley,

Shown in this flowery mass, over the garden dispersed;

Many a name, love, thou hearest assigned ; one after another

Falls on thy listening ear, with a barbarian sound.

None of these forms are alike but they all bear a certain resemblance,

And a mysterious law is by their chorus revealed.

Yea, 'tis a sacred enigma, my loveliest friend ; could I only

Happily teach thee the word, which will the mystery solve!

Closely observe how the plant is developing little by little,

How it will grow by degrees changing to blossom and fruit

!

First from the seed it unravels itself, as soon as the silent,

Motherly womb of the earth kindly allows its escape.

And to the charms of the light, which is holy and ever in motion,

Trusteth its delicate leaves, feebly beginning to shoot.

Simple the force is that slumbers in seeds ; 'tis a germ of the future,

Peacefully locked in itself, 'neath the integument hid.

Leaflet, and rootlet, and bud, still void of all color, and shapeless.

Such as the kernel, while dry, holdeth in motionless life.

Upward then striveth the plant and it swelleth with delicate moisture.

Forth from the night where it dwelt, straightway ascending to light

Simple remaineth its shape, when the green first makes its appearance

;

And 'tis a token like this, points out the child 'mid the plants.

Soon though an off-shoot, succeeding it, rises on high, and repeateth,

Piling up node upon node, ever the primitive form

;

Yet not always alike : for the following leaf, as thou seest,

Ever produceth itself, fashioned in manifold ways.

Longer and more indented, in points and in parts more divided,

—

Forms which were latent till now, sleeping in organs below.

So it attaineth at length its predestined and noble perfection.

Which in these numerous forms, fills thee with wondering awe.

Ribbed it appears here and toothed, on its surface exuberant swelling,

Free and unending the shoot seemeth in fulness to be

;

Nature, however, restraineth with powerful hand the formation,

And she perfecteth the plant, gently completing its growth.

Yielding the juices with lesser abundance, contracting the vessels,

So that the figure ere long nobler effects will disclose.

See how the growth of the foliage here on the edge is retarded.

While there the rib of the leaf fuller becometh in form.

Leafless, however, and quick the tenderer stem then upspringeth.

And a miraculous sight will the observer enchant.

Ranged in a circle in numbers that now are but small, and now countless,

Gather these delicate leaves close by the side of their like,

* First printed in Schiller's Musen-Almanack for 1799, but probably writ-

ten nine years before that date, simultaneously with Goethe's treatise entitled

"An Essay to Explain the Metamorphosis of Plants" (1790). This made no
favorable impression but elicited only vehement contradiction on the part of

specialists. In order to prepare the public for his ideas Goethe wrote this

poem. If, as we must assume, this is correct, his "beloved" mentioned in the

poem has reference to Christine Vulpius, afterwards his wife.
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Here at the axis embraces them all the well sheltering calyx

Which the corolla presents, brilliant in hue and in form.

Nature thus decks them with bloom in a noble and radiant glory,

Showing, in order arranged, branches with leaves and with buds.

Wonderment fresh dost thou feel, as soon as the stem rears the flower

Over the scaffolding frail fringed with its alternate leaves.

Flowers, however, are only the prophets of further creation.

Truly the leaf with its hues feeleth the touch of a god.

It on a sudden contracteth itself; the tenderest figures,

Stand as yet twofold, divided, but soon will they haste to unite.

Lovingly then the fair couples are joined in a bridal alliance.

Gathered in countless array, there where the altar is raised.

Hymen is hovering o'er them, and scents of an odor delicious

Sweetly their fragrance exhale for the delight of the world.

Presently numberless germs on the several branches are swelling.

Sweetly concealed in the womb, where is made perfect the fruit.

Here, we see. Nature is closing the ring of her forces eternal;

And it attacheth a new link to the one gone before,

So that the chain be prolonged forever through all generations.

And that the whole may have life, e'en as enjoyed by each part.

Now, my beloved one, turn thou thy gaze on the many-hued thousands

Which confuse thee no more; for they will gladden thy mind.

Every plant unto thee proclaimeth the law everlasting,

Every floweret speaks louder and louder to thee;

But if thou here canst decipher the sacred design of the goddess,

Everywhere will it be seen, e'en though the features are changed.

Caterpillars are sluggish, and busily butterflies flutter,

—

Man however may change even the figure decreed.

Oh, then, bethink thee, as well, how out of the germ of acquaintance.

Gradually habits arose. Seeking each other we met,

Verily friendship and love began to flame up in our bosoms, •

Finally Amor procured wondrously blossom and fruit!

Think of the manifold touches which Nature hath lent to our feelings,

Silently giving them birth, all of them different in form

!

Yea, and rejoice thou to-day in the present! For love that is holy

Seeketh the noblest of fruits.^which is a concord of thought,

When our opinions agree,—thus we both will in rapt contemplation,

Lovingly blending in one,—find a more excellent world."

After Bowring's translation.

Goethe laid more stress on the thoughts of this poem than his

contemporaries, and he was greatly displeased that his friends did

not see the same deep meaning in it which he had tried to express.

He was not less unfortimate with another argument in favor of man's

kinship to the animal world which aroused a storm of indignation

and of controversy, but the truth of which has since then been

recognized. In Goethe's time naturalists maintained that the essen-

tial difference between human and animal skeletons was the absence

of the intermaxillary bone in the human jaw. Goethe succeeded in
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pointing- out the existence of this bone, by showinc: that it had co-

alesced so thoroughly as to conceal its separate character. The

existence of this intermaxillary bone remained a guarantee to Goethe

of the truth of the theory of evolution as well as of the interrelation

of all life on earth, and this opened to him the great vista of greater

possibilities in man's future.

Goethe gave a poetic expression to these thoughts in "Meta-

morphosis of Animals" presumably written in 1806, in which, be-

sides teaching the theory later on propounded by Lamarck that

habits determine the forms of life, he emphasizes mainly the ethical

aspect of the plasticity of nature and points out that perfection can

be attained only by imitation.

The "Metamorphosis of Animals" (written in hexameters, not

in distichs) in spite of its importance has never as yet been trans-

lated. We offer the following version:

THE METAMORPHOSIS OF ANIMALS.

'Durst ye ascend to the peak, to the highest of heights on the summit?

Well, then, I proffer my hand, and here you behold from this outlook

O'er the wide province of nature a view. Oh see, how the goddess

Spendeth so richly her gifts ! Yet worries she not as do mortal

Mothers who, filled with anxiety, care for the fate of their children.

'Twould not behoove her. She guards the young life by laws that are twofold.

This is her highest degree: She limits the scope of each creature,

Gives it a limited want yet supplies it with means without limit,

Easily found and supplied. In motherly kindness she favors

Those of her children who earn her affection by daring endeavor.

Untrained they swarm into life, each obeying its own inclination.

'Truly's each creature itself its own purpose, for nature creates it

Perfect ; and it in its turn begets progeny that will be perfect.

Organs and members are shaped according to laws everlasting,

Even the oddest formation its prototype latent preserveth.

Thus each mouth is adapted to seize the right food and to swallow

That which is fit for its stomach,—the one may be tender and toothless,

While there are others with powerful jaws; but one organ

Always for proper nutrition will cooperate with the others.

Also the feet to the needs of the body are wisely adjusted,

Some of them long, while others are short, in perfect proportion.

Thus the kind mother assureth to each of her several children

Health in good store ; and the organized limbs of each animate being,

Always will work for the whole, and ne'er counteract one another.

Therefore the shape of a creature determines its life and its habits,

While vice versa the habits of life will react on the organs

Potently. Any formation possesses a definite order

Which yet is subject to change through external effects and conditions.
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But in the innermost self of the noblest of nature's creations

Lieth their power, confined to a holy mysterious circle.

And these limits removeth no god; they are honored by nature,

For limitation alone makes possible highest perfection.

"Yet in the innermost self a spirit titanic is also

Stirring, which fain would arbitrarily break through the circle,

—

Bold innovation begetting new forms ! But in vain it aspireth.

See how it swelleth one part, it endoweth with power

One for all others, and lo the result ! Those others must suffer.

Thus a onesided preponderance taketh away the proportion,—

Yea, it destroys all beauty of form and harmonious motion.

Seest thou then that a creature has preference gained over others

Look for the shortage at once and seek with confiding inquiry.

Then, thou, at once, wilt discover the key for the varied formations

;

As, for example, no animal beareth a horn on its forehead.

If in its jaw it possesseth its teeth in perfect completion.

Wherefore our mother eternal e'en if she endeavored to do so.

Could not in all her creation engender such forms as horned lions.

There's not enough in amount for constructing the horns on the forehead,

And in the mouth the formation of teeth that are perfect in number.

'"Tis a most beautiful thought to have power and self-limitation,

Liberty and moderation, free motion and law, and all plastic

Preference offset by want ! O rejoice that the JMuses have taught thee

Gently for harmony's sake to yield to a wholesome compulsion.

For there's no ethical thinker who finds aspirations sublimer.

Truly the man of great deeds, the artist, the poet, the ruler.

He who deserves so to be, thus only his worth can acquire.

Highest of creatures, rejoice! for thou, thou alone, comprehendest

Nature's sublimest idea ; and what at her best she created

Thinkest thou over again. Here take thou thy stand and look backward,

Prove all things and compare, and learn from the Muse what she teaches.

Better than raving by far is assured and approved comprehension."

The two poems on the metamorphosis of plants and animals

appear in the usual editions of Goethe's poetry framed in by three

little poems entitled "Parabasis," Epirrhema," and "Antepirrhema,"

which strange-sounding titles are chosen in imitation of a custom

of the chorus of the Greek stage, whose leader, the so-called Co-

rypheus, addressed the public in a general adhortation not neces-

sarily connected with the plot of the drama. The first address

"Parabasis" is followed by the "Epirrhema," a kind of epilogue, and

the "Antepirrhema" a counter-epilogue. Like several other philo-

sophical poems of Goethe here quoted they are now translated for

the first time.
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PARABASIS.

"Joyous, as it me bchoovctli,

Did for years my soul aspire

To experience and inquire

How creative nature moveth.

"'Tis the eternal one and all

Which appears as manifold,

Small things great are, great things small,

Everything has its own mould.

"Same remaining in mutations.

Near and far and far and near,

Forming thus by transformations,

For amazement am I here."

EPIRRHEMA.
"Take in nature-meditation.

Each and all in contemplation,

Naught is inside, naught is out,

For the inside is without.

Thus shall comprehended be

Holy open mystery.

"Truth of semblance pleasure giveth.

So doth serious play.

Merely one naught is that liveth,

'Tis a manifold alway."

ANTEPIRRHEMA.
'Behold how nature all achieves,

How masterly her work she weaves.

One treadle holds thousands of threads connected.

Her shuttles hither and thither are flung.

The fibers in both directions strung,

And thousand transactions at once are perfected.

'This she has not by chance combined.

But from eternity designed.

So the eternal master may
His web and woof with surety lay."



QUESTIONS FROM THE PEW.

BY FRANKLIN N. JEWETT.

THE BETHLEHEM PROPHECY.
(Micah, V. 2.)

**T)UT thou, Bethlehem Ephrata, which art Httle to be among
JLlthe thousands of Judah, out of thee shall one come forth unto

me that is to be ruler in Israel ; whose goings forth are from of old,

from everlasting, " or as in the margin, "from ancient days."

When the writer was quite a large boy he recited the above verse

in a public meeting, as an exercise that had been assigned him. The

passage was of course understood as a prophecy of Christ. It was

selected because of this fact. It was Jesus of Nazareth of whom
it was here predicted that he should come from Bethlehem and be

ruler in Israel, and whose goings forth had been from everlasting.

In the warm enthusiasm of the occasion very possibly every one

present considered this to be the true meaning of the passage. Noth-

ing was said even intimating that the verse could have a different

meaning, or in any way raising a question as to what its meaning

was when it. was first uttered. The remainder of the passage which

this verse introduces was in no wise alluded to. Neither does the

writer, with a church and Sunday school attendance of some con-

siderable extent, remember that it was ever referred to at any church

exercise at which he was present ; and moreover he has never heard

of its having been explained or set forth or referred to in any church

upon any occasion whatever.

The passage continues as follows : "Therefore will he give them

up, until the time that she which travaileth hath brought forth ; then

the residue of his brethren shall return unto (or with) the children

of Israel. And he shall stand, and shall feed (his flock) in the

strength of the Lord, in the majesty of the name of the Lord his

God : and they shall abide ; for now shall he be great unto the ends
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of the earth. And this (man) shall be (onr) peace: when the As-

syrian shall come into our land, and when he shall tread in onr pal-

aces, then shall we raise ac^ainst him seven shepherds and eight

principal men. And they shall waste the land of Assyria with the

sword and the land of Nimrod in the entrances thereof : and he shall

deliver us from the Assyrian, when he cometh into our land, and

when he treadeth within our border. And the remnant of Jacob

shall be in the midst of many peoples as dew from the Lord, as

showers upon the grass ; that tarrieth not for man nor waiteth for

the sons of men. And the remnant of Jacob shall be among the

nations, in the midst of many peoples, as a lion among the beasts of

the forest, as a young lion among the flocks of sheep : who, if he

go through, treadeth down and teareth in pieces, and there is none

to deliver. Let thine hand be lifted up above thine adversaries, and

let all thine enemies be cut off."

Of course this is a passage of plain meaning as regards Assyria

and the "remnant of Jacob." Assyria was the great threatening

power in the north-east. It was as real to the inhabitant of Palestine

then as Germany is to a Frenchman now, and more to be feared.

Certainly the words of our passage were adapted to produce definite

impressions. Terms more matter-of-fact could hardly have been

chosen.

Now our special point here is that whatever these words were

specially or plainly adapted to produce, that they must have been

intended to produce. This would have been true even if the in-

tention had been to deceive. This conclusion seems unavoidable on

any other supposition than that the responsible author of the words

did not know what meaning they would convey, or what meaning

they were properly adapted to convey. How can this be seen dif-

ferently? The prophet was speaking in view of a clearly perceived

and pressing situation ; and he was speaking plainly. Nothing could

have been further from his mind than speaking in enigmas. He had

just predicted the capture of Zion ; but there was also to be a return.

"For now shalt thou go forth out of the city ; and shalt dwell in the

field, "and shalt come even unto Babylon ; there shalt thou be res-

cued ; there shall the Lord redeem thee from the hand of thine

enemies. And now many nations are assembled against thee, that

say Let her be defiled, and let our eye see (its desire) upon Zion.

But they know not the thought of the Lord, neither understand thev

his counsel : for he hath gathered them as sheaves to the threshing

floor. Arise and thresh, O daughter of Zion : for T will make thine

horn iron, and I will make thine hoofs brass: and thou shalt beat
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in pieces many peoples: and thou shalt devote their s^ain unto the

Lord, and their substance unto the Lord of the whole earth."

With one intervening verse, the prophet continues, in further

encouragement, with the passage which we are studying. It is with

its plain meaning that we have now to do. What the passage meant

then the responsible author of it told the people. Is not this per-

fectly evident? This ruler was to be a great military leader. He was

to be of the Davidic dynasty, this fact at least being expressed by

saying that he was to come out of Bethlehem. He was to deliver

his people from all aggression of the Assyrians, and under his leader-

ship the land of Assyria was to be wasted with the sword.

To claim a secondary and spiritual meaning as the more im-

portant and controlling one in this passage does not relieve the

situation, even if the claim were to be granted. If we were to admit

here any number of such meanings, whose brightness and power

were to be manifested only after many centuries, we could not

thereby be justified in failing to take account of the original mean-

ing and force. That meaning no explanation of the passage or the-

ory of the Christian Scriptures can permissibly ignore : and how
can that meaning be dealt with on any view of the Scriptures that

is taught in most of the churches?

Also, why, in simple fairness, has not this passage in its en-

tirety, been regularly taught or presented in the churches and

Sunday schools? Is not this a case in which the truth has not gen-

erally been sought out and shown? Has not the Church here in

some considerable degree failed to make good its oft-made claim

of being an institution characterized by the seeking and exposition

of the truth?



IN THE MAZES OF MATHEMATICS.

A SERIES OF PERPLEXING QUESTIONS.

BY WM. F. WHITE, PH. D.

III. GEOMETRIC PUZZLES.

** A RECTANGULAR hole 13 inches long and 5 inches wide
lA. was discovered in the bottom of a ship. The ship's car-

penter had only one piece of board with which to make repairs, and
that was but 8 inches square (64 square inches) while the hole con-

--r--^A-;--»-
1 ' >

1 » 1
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Fig. 3 explains. EH is a straight line, and HG is a straight

line ; but they are not parts of the same straight line. Proof

:

Let X be the point at which EH produced meets GJ ;
then from

the similarity of triangles EHK and EXJ
XJ : HK = EJ : EK
X/ : 3 = 13 : 8

AV = 4.875

But GJ = 5

Fig. 2. Fig. 3-

Similarly, EFG is a broken line.

The area of the rectangle is, indeed, 65, but the area of the

rhomboid EFGH is i.

This paradox is referred to as early as 1877, in the Messenger

of Mathematics; cited by W. W. R. Ball {Mathematical Recreations

and Essays, Macmillan, 1905, p. 49) who uses this to illustrate that

proofs by dissection and superposition are to be regarded with sus-

picion until supplemented by mathematical reasoning.
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Another puzzle is made by conslnictin.q- .1 cardboard rectangle

:3 by 11, cutting it througb one of the diagonals (Fig. 4) and

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5-

sliding one triangle against the other along their common hypot-

enuse to the position shown in Fig. 5. Query: How can Fig. 5
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be made up of square VRXS, 12 on a side, area 144, + triangle

PQR, area 0.5, + triangle STU, area 0.5, = total area 145 ; when
the area of Fig. 4 is only 143?

Inspection of the figures, especially if aided by the cross lines,

will show that VRXS is not a square. VS is 12 long; but SX < 12.

TX= II (the shorter side in Fig. 4, but ST < i (see.ST in Fig. 4).

Sr : VP=SU : VU
ST : II =1 : i-^

Square J'RXS = 12 X n^Vi.-, = i4-7i.

Triangle FOR = triangle STU = V^.'Va,. i = 'V..
Fig. 5 = square -j- 2 triangles = 142-/13 + "As = I43-



EROS ON THE SHIP OF LIFE.

ONE of the most beautiful monuments that ever decked a tomb
stands in the Campo Santo of Genoa, Italy, where it was erected

l)y the sculptor Scanzi for the Carpaneto family. It represents the

^^M
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life. The idea is at once modern and ancient, modern in so far as it

preaches an immanent immortality, and ancient because it utilizes

the mythology of pagan Greece, which attributes to Eros, the god

of love, the power of descending into Hades and returning back to

EROS ON A DOLPHIN.

DIONYSUS CROSSING THE SEA.

life. As the stm sets in western ocean and rises again on the next

morn in the east, so all the gods of life and light,—Eros, Apollo,

Dionysus, and their human incarnations, such men as Orpheus,

Odysseus and others, pass on a fish, in a ship, or in an ark, over the
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THE RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

By Perugino. (Vatican.)
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Stormy sea through the realm of death and rise to new Hfe, in the

same way as nature is rejuvenated in spring. The legends of the

Greek Adonis, the Phrygian Atys, the Syrian and Babylonian

Tammuz possess all the same significance. They are Easter gods,

they die but are quickened to new life, and their festivals were cele-

brated in a spirit of lamentation that is turned into rejoicing, since

their destiny extends to mankind a promise of immortality.

Christian art conceives immortality as transcendent and extra-

EARLY CHRISTIAN IDEA OF THE RESURRECTION.

mundane. It is represented as a resurrection of the body from the

tomb, an idea which has found a basis in the doctrine of Christ's

bodily resurrection. If the letter of the dogma has to be abandoned

we can still uphold its spirit, for the truth remains that man's life

does not end with death. His work lives on, his ideas do not die,

and so his soul remains a living factor in the growing generation

and will continue such to the end of the world.
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THE NOBLER LESSON.

Christ was of virgin born, and, being slain,

The credists say, he rose from death again.

O futile, age-long talk of death and birth !

—

His life, that is the one thing wonder-worth :

Not how he came, but how he lived on earth.

For if gods stoop, and with quaint jugglery

Mock their own laws, how shall that profit thee?

The nobler lesson is that mortals can

Grow god-like through this baffled front of man.

Don Marquis.

ETHICAL INSTRUCTION.

To the Editor of The Open Court:

I submit to the readers of The Open Court a plan for the establishment

of religious, or ethical institutions. It was long fervently hoped that the

churches would adapt themselves to tlie needs of the times, but this hope has

not been realized and there is no promise that it will be realized. Nearly all

the denominations are dominated by the sectarian rather than the religious

spirit, and they have so long refrained from a progressive policy that an ade-

quate adjustment at this late day would amount almost to a subversion of

their most cherished principles and ideals; hence the idea of an adjustment

is even more repugnant to them than the certainty of further decline and

ultimate extinction.

The main functions of religious institutions are, the progressive formu-

lation and promulgation of ethical precepts, the employment of practical

means to induce men to obey these precepts, and the organization of the

moral energy of the people.

The ethical code should comprise all those conditions of character and

forms of conduct which experience and observation prove are in accord with

the nature and environment of men considered as members of a progressive

humanity.

The possession of energy is perhaps the most pronounced characteristic

of human nature, and scarcely less pronounced is the desire to exert this

energy so that the results may contribute to and be conserved with the

achievements of the race. Ethics must treat of the conditions and means of

attaining this end.

There are duties that are incumbent on all men; there are duties that
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are incumbent on certain classes ; but all are parts of one system. Indi-

viduals in general should not be required to formulate their moral prin-

ciples, for the task presupposes a comprehensive conception of humanity and

a systematic knowledge of the relation of all the different forms of conduct

to the environment and to the movement of civilization. The individual, if

very intelligent and sincere, can, with sufficient time and effort, arrive at a

system correct in the main, but the masses are hopelessly prejudiced by selfish

interests. In the investigation of moral truths, special equipment and dis-

interestedness are indispensable, and the only way to secure these qualifica-

tions is to make a profession of the work. Now, there are men and women
who are inclined and talented in this direction; let them do the work and let

society maintain them.

Religious institutions, like educational institutions, concern the whole

people and should therefore be authorized and controlled by the common will

of the people—or in other words, by the State. My solution, specifically stated,

is as follows

:

Let the different States establish departments in the universities for re-

search work in ethics. It is true there is still radical disagreement among
ethical investigators, but let a practical field be opened and it would then be

a matter of satisfying human needs. Let courses be established for the pur-

pose of training prospective ethical preachers in the knowledge of ethics, in

oratory, and in methods of ethical influence. Let a suitable building be pro-

vided in every community where people could assemble regularly to hear

addresses and participate in any other forms of devotion conducive to moral-

ity. There ought to be ethical hymns that would express in modern terms

the great religious truths contained in the older ones. Also books of

"prayer" whereby the masses who lack fluency could express their feelings

of repentance, aspiration, etc. All these practices would have a strong tend-

ency toward elevating moral conditions.

The control and financial support of the system here proposed could be

very similar to those of public education and, like public education too, the

work should be kept out of politics. The two systems should, however, in

my opinion, be kept entirely separate. There is not space here to discuss the

question of ethics in the school-room, but the history of religious institutions

plainly shows that it is mainly over adults that such institutions exert their

direct influence.

Harrisburg, Pa. Cyrus H. Eshleman.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Mr. Eshleman's idea of having Ethical Institutions officially managed by

State authorities is obviously prompted by the dearth of sound moral prin-

ciples manifest in both public and private life. But whether such State in-

stitutions are feasible in our own country,—they would practically amount

to an Ethical State Church,—is more than doubtful, and it would be very diffi-

cult, if they existed, to have them administered by the right kind of men and

in the right spirit of a non-partisan and inter-denominational morality. We
publish his proposition as a suggestion that may give food for thought.
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BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Memories AND Thoughts. Men—Books—Cities—Art. By Frederic Harrison.

New York : Macmillan, 1906. Pp. 409.

Augusta Comte's positivism has found its exponent in Mr. Frederic Har-

rison of London, who has long been before the pubHc as a speaker to the

positivist congregation at London, and as a writer of miscellaneous essays.

His visit to America is still remembered by the many friends of his philos-

ophy whom he met on this side of the Atlantic, and yielding to an urgent

request he has now published in this book a number of his essays together

with an autobiographical sketch. The book is exceedingly interesting and we

select here the following extracts which characterize Mr. Harrison as a man

and a thinker. After the completion of his school days Mr. Harrison speaks

of his university years as follows: "I went up to Oxford from school in 1849;

at a time when the great controversy in theology, which shook the Church

and led to the conversion of Cardinal Newman, Cardinal Manning, and many

others, was passing into a new phase. Liberalism was in the ascendant, and

the dominant type of thought presented to me was Positive rather than Cath-

olic. J. Stuart Mill, George Grote. Arnold and his historical school, Carlyle

and his political school, Comte and his Positive school, were the influences

under which my mind was formed."

Continuing he says

:

"I was brought up as a High Churchman, my Godfather being an intimate

ally of Henry Phillpotts, Bishop of Exeter, and he took care to give me a

thorough training in orthodox divinity. At school I had been something of

a Neo-Catholic, and took the sacrament with a leaning toward transubstan-

tiation. As a student at college, I slowly came to regard the entire scheme of

theology as an open question ; and 1 ultimately left the university, about the

age of twenty-four, without assured belief in any form of supernatural doc-

trine. But as the supernatural died out of my view, the natural took its place,

and amply covered the same ground. The change was so gradual, and the

growth of one phase of thought out of another was with me so perfectly

regular, that I have never been able to fix any definite period of change, nor

indeed have I ever been conscious of any real change of mind at all. I have

never known any abrupt break in mental attitude ; nor have I ever felt change

of belief to involve moral deterioration, loss of peace, or storms of the soul.

I never parted with any belief till I had found its complement ; nor did I

ever look back with antipathy or contempt on the beliefs which I had out-

grown.

"For the first tliirty years of my life I was essentially a learner, but only

in part a student of books. Never having been a great reader, and not having

acquired the passion of pure study, I cared mainly for men, things, places,

and people My interests have always led me to study movements on the

spot, and from the lips of those who originate them. In this spirit I have

sought to understand the various social and labor questions by personal inter-

course with practical men.

"The acceptance of the general principles of Auguste Comte has been

the result of very long and unremitting study, and it proceeded by a series of

marked stages. First his view of history commanded my assent; then his

scheme of education; next his social Utopia; then the politics; after that his
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general view of philosophy; and finally the religious scheme in its main fea-

tures. During the whole of the process, up to the last point, I reserved large

portions of the system, to which I felt actual repugnance, or at least confirmed

doubt. And during the various stages I kept up lively interest, and no little

sympathy, with many kindred, rival, and even antagonistic systems, philosoph-

ical and religious.

"My profession was the law, the practice of which I followed for some

fifteen years without great zest and without any ambition. I afterward taught

jurisprudence as professor; and, having inherited a modest fortune, which I

have had no desire to increase, I eventually withdrew to my present occu-

pation of urging on my neighbors opinions which meet, I must admit, with

but moderate acceptance.

"Our knowledge enlarges, our formulas change, our methods grow ; but

everywhere it is growth, not destruction. What I have witnessed is not really

revolution : it is normal evolution. The cells and germs are forever in per-

petual movement. The organism—Humanity—remains, and lives the life of

unbroken sequence."

The contents of Mr. Harrison's essays collected in the present volume

touch on varied subjects. They relate his recollection of the burials of Renan

and Tennyson ; he speaks of Cromwell, his Tercentenary and his statue, of

Carlyle, of Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, Thackeray, George Eliot, Ruskin,

etc. He relates a pilgrimage to Lourdes, speaks of the ideal London, of

historical Paris, English cathedrals, and picture exhibitions, the ancient mas-

ters, etc. He expresses his natural feelings as an Englishman very vigorously

by denouncing the modern habit of introducing the name Briton. He says

:

"What are we, citizens of no mean country, to call ourselves, if we give

up the style of Englishmen? I object most positively to 'Briton.' I am not

willing to call my native land 'Britain.' Why 'Briton' and 'Britain'? These

terms are wrong on every ground—whetiier of history, of constitutional right,

of language, or of justice."

It is refreshing to read his denunciation of card-playing, the very sight

of which he detests. He says

:

"I do not call it a vice, unless it ends in reckless gambling, which it often

does. But it is an anti-social, debilitating form of folly, which encourages

mean kinds of excitement."

Most interesting to Americans, however, will be Mr. Harrison's judg-

ment of America. It seems perhaps more favorable than Mr. Harrison means

it himself. Extracts of the main passages are as follows:

"New York and Chicago contain 'more Germans than any city but Berlin,

more Irishmen than Dublin, more Italians than Venice, more Scandinavians

than Stockholm, and' (they sometimes add) 'more sinners than any place on

earth.' Statistics give us the facts, and of course there is no sort of doubt

about the immense degree in which the United States are peopled by a race

of foreign birth or origin. In the eastern slums of New York, in the yards

and docks of the great cities, one sees them by myriads : Germans, Irish,

Italians, Swedes, Russians, Orientals, and negroes. But those who direct

the State, who administer the cities, control the legislatures, the financiers,

merchants, professors, journalists, men of letters—those whom I met in so-

ciety—were nearly all of American birth, and all of marked American type.
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I rarely heard a foreign accent or saw a foreign countenance. Tl)e American

world is practically 'run' by genuine Americans.

"In spite of the vast proportion of immigrant population, the language,

character, habits of native Americans rapidly absorb and incorporate all for-,

eign elements. In the second or third generation all exotic differences are

merged. In one sense the United States seemed to me more homogeneous

than the United Kingdom. Tliere is no state, city, or large area which has

a distinct race of its own, as Ireland. Wales, and Scotland have, and of

course there is nothing analogous to the diverse nationalities of the British

Empire. From Long Island to San Francisco, from Florida Bay to Van-

couver's Island, there is one dominant race and civilization, one language, one

type of law, one sense of nationality. That race, that nationality, is Amer-

ican to the core. And the consciousness of its vast expansion and collective

force fills the mind of American citizens, as nothing can do to this degree in

the nations of western Europe. Vast expansion, collective force, inexhaust-

ible energ}'—these are the impressions forced on the visitor, beyond all that

he could have conceived or expected to find. It is borne in on him that he

has come, not so much to another nation as to a new continent, inhabited by

a people soon to be more numerous than any two of the greater nations of

western Europe, having within their own limits every climate and product

between the Tropics and the Pole, with natural resources superior to those of

all Europe put together, and an almost boundless field for development in the

future.

"Chicago struck me as being somewhat unfairly condemned as devoted

to nothing but Mammon and pork. Certainly, during my visit, I heard of

nothing but the progress of education, university endowments, people's in-

stitutes, libraries, museums, art schools, workmen's model dwellings and

farms, literary culture, and scientific foundations. I saw there one of the best

and most vigorous art schools in America, one of the best Toynbee Hall

settlements in the world, and perhaps the most rapidly developed university

in existence. .. .For energy, audacity, and enterprise, the Chicago people are

famous even in the Western States of America. 'When I come to London,'

said a leading man of business, 'I find your bankers and merchants stroll

into their offices between ten and eleven in the morning. I am at my desk

at seven,' said he, 'and by noon I have completed fifty transactions by tele-

phone.'

"No competent observer can doul^t that in wealth, mainifacturcs. material

progress of all kinds, the United States, in a very few years, must hold the

first place in the world without dispute. Its population will soon double that

of any nation of western Europe. That population will have an education

second only to that of Germany and Switzerland, and superior to that of any
other European nation. The natural resources of their country exceed those

of all Europe put together. Their energy exceeds that of the British ; their

intelligence is hardly second to that of Germany and France. And their

social and political system is more favorable to material development than any
other society ever devised by man. This extraordinary combination of

national and social qualities, with vast numbers and unbounded physical re-

sources, cannot fail to give America the undisputed lead in all material

things.

"The characteristic note of the United States is to be found in this free-
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dom of the individual—the carricre ouvcrtc aux talents—in a sense which is

unknown to Europeans and can hardly be conceived by them. Every one of

these seventy millions—at least of whites—has an 'equal chance' in life. A
first-rate education, comfort, and 'betterment' are within the reach of every

)-outh and girl of average capacity and industry. Most of the men eminent

in business, politics, or literature began life by 'teaching school.' Every

messenger boy or machine-hand may be an embryo President of the United

States, of a railroad, or a bank, a powerful journalist, or a millionaire. Every

lad seems conscious that this is open to him,and most of them live and work

as if they meant to try for this end. Every girl at the type-desk or a telegraph

office may live to reside in Fifth Avenue, or—who knows?—in the White

House. And the ease with which the youth and girl adapt themselves to

new careers and wider functions is one of the wonders of American life.

"Literature, politics, manners and habits, all bear the same impress of the

dominant idea of American society—the sense of equality. It has its great

side, its conspicuous advantages, and it has also its limitations and its weak-

ness. It struck me that the sense of equality is far more national and uni-

versal in America than it is in France, for all the paeans to equality that the

French pour forth and their fierce protestations to claim it. 'Liberty, equality,

and fraternity' is not inscribed on public edifices in the United States, because

no American citizen—or, rather, no white citizen—can conceive of anything

else. The shoeblack shakes hands with the President, and (in the absence of

a Pullman) travels in the same car with the millionaire. The millionaire

has a very restricted household of servants, and they are more or less his

masters, because the true-born American will not accept domestic service on

any wages, and the Irish 'helps' are the despair of the housekeeper."

All this sounds very favorable, but Mr. Harrison adds : "All this has its

bad side as well as its good side," and he calls special attention to the fact

that "public men in America are commonly accused of accepting the moral

standards of the mass and of tamely yielding to the voice of majorities,"

while in England a man of ambition would always consider what is due to

his own position, and so it is obvious that Mr. Harrison is under the im-

pression that the leaders of the destiny of our nation complacently yield to

the wishes of majorities. Though this is quite true of the average politician,

we do not go too far in saying that the great leaders, such as Lincoln, and

in these later days Cleveland as well as Roosevelt both show their scorn of

representing majorities, and the courage of having their own opinions.

Mr. Harrison discusses the shape and makeup of our flag. Having
briefly explained the origin of the stars and stripes from the ancient coat of

arms of Washington, he condemns the appearance of the flag as unheraldic

and inartistic. He says : "Nothing more artless, confused, and unheraldic

can be conceived," and he continues thus

:

"An unlucky question was once put to me by a patriot, whether the 'star-

spangled banner' was not beautiful as a work of art. I was obliged to answer

that, with all my veneration for the banner of the Republic, in my humble

judgment it was (heraldically speaking) both awkward and ugly, unbalanced,

undecipherable, and mechanical. It may be well to distinguish the Republican

emblem from tlie feudal heraldry of the Old World, but it is a pity that the

invention of tlie New World could not have devised an emblem with some
claim to be clearly read and to look graceful. The thirteen bars, or stripes,
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Iiavc now lost their significance, and miglit in time disappear. A plain field,

sciiu'c of 'stars,' would not be unsightly nor too difficult to distinguish.

Forty-five mullets on a canton (i. e., corner) in six rows are not easily vis-

ible at all, and, when perceived, are hardly elegant."

The city of Washington is described in glowing colors, as follows

:

"The Capitol at Washington struck me as being the most effective mass

of public buildings in the world, especially when viewed at some distance, and

from the park in which it stands. I am well aware of certain constructive

defects which have been msisted on by Ferguson and other critics ; and no

one pretends that it is a perfect design of the highest order either in origin-

ality or style. It will have one day to be entirely refaced with white stone.

But as an effective public edifice of a grandiose kind, I doubt if any capital

city can show its equal. This is largely due to the admirable proportions of

its central dome group, which I hold to be, from the pictorial point of view,

more successful than those of St. Peter's, the Cathedral of Florence. Agia

Sophia, St. Isaac's, the Pantheon, St. Paul's, or the new Cathedral of Berlin.

But the unique effect is still more due to the magnificent site which the Capitol

at Washington enjoys. I have no hesitation in saying that the site of the

Capitol is the noblest in the world, if we exclude that of the Parthenon in its

pristine glory. Neither Rome nor Constantinople, nor Florence, nor Paris,

nor Berlin, nor London possesses any central eminence with broad open

spaces on all sides, crowned by a vast pile covering nearly four acres and

rising to a height of nearly three hundred feet, which seems to dominate the

whole city. Washington is the only capital city which has this colossal centre

or crown. And Londoners can imagine the effect if their St. Paul's stood in

an open park reaching from the Temple to Firisbury Circus, and the great

creation of Wren were dazzling white marble, and soared into an atmosphere

of sunny light."

Morality and the Perffxt Life. Republication of a lecture by the late

Henry lames. Elkhart, Indiana: New Church Educational Association,

1906. Pp. 84.

The late Henry James, during his lifetime a leading spirit in the New
Church is still regarded as an authority by Swedenborgians ; and outsiders

may regard him as an authoritative exponent of that peculiar conception of

Christianity. He is a useful personality, the significance of which is best

recognized when we consider that both his sons are distinguished in their

particular line of work, William James, the psychologist and Henry James,

the novelist. The New Church Educational Association has decided to ven-

ture in bringing out the publications of the late Henry James, which have

been out of print for some years. They have begun with the present volume,

which was delivered as a lecture in New York and first published under the

title "Moralism and Christianity in 1850." Mr. James sets forth in it an orig-

inal philosophy which however he does not claim to be his own but which he

ascribes to Swedenborg, whom he accepted as his master.

Le sens de i/art, sa nature, son role, sa valeur. Par Paul Gaultier. Paris:

Hachette, 1907. Pp. 269. Price. 3 fr. 50.

This book has been prefaced by Prof. Emile Boutroux. a member of the

Institute who recommends the work highly to lovers and students of art.
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The author himself calls his book "The Art Sense," because he treats art

from a new point of view, which is from the standpoint of emotion, to which

he thinks one ought always to confine art, for art appeals to sentiment and not

to the rational faculties. From this point of view we have to judge these

essays, which are well written and will recommend themselves as containing

many valuable observations. The author's ideas are illustrated by very

small pictures on 16 plates, which is perhaps necessary on account of the

small size of the book, and yet they are executed with sufficient care to serve

the author's purpose. The several chapters are entitled : "The Nature of Art"

in answer to the question. What is art?; "The Part Played by Art," showing

what a work of art may teach ; "The Morality of Art," and "The Place of Art

in Social Life." The book concludes with a chapter on "Art Criticism" fol-

lowed by a Bibliography of the works which proved most useful to the author.

The German Empire. By Burt Estes Howard, Ph. D. New York: Mac-

millan, 1906. Pp. 44S.

The importance of Germany,—its trade, its industries, its institutions, its

politics and diplomacy,—has been of growing interest in the development of

the world, and yet thoroughly reliable information is as yet lacking. There

are so many Germans in this country that we almost believe we know Ger-

many as well as if we had been there, and yet our information through the

German-American press as well as German-American settlers is very un-

reliable. For a systematic and trustworthy information the present book is

most serviceable. It treats its subjects in the following chapters: The Foun-

dation of the German Empire ; The Empire and the Individual States ; The
Kaiser (not a characterization of the present Kaiser but the significance of

the oflfice, of the title, and the privileges connected with it) ; The Bundesrat

(representing the collected power of all the state governments) ; The Reichs-

tag (the German representative of the people); Imperial Legislation; The
Imperial Chancellor (a position which since Bismarck's day is of paramount

importance); Citizenship under the German Constitution; The Judicial

Organization of the Empire; Alsace-Lorraine and Its Relation to the Empire;

The Constitution and Imperial Finance; The Armed Forces of the Empire;

and The Imperial Constitution.

The author is obviously competent for his work. His sources, carefully

mentioned in footnotes, are the best and most reliable; the subject-matter is

presented with rare clearness, bringing out the essential point ; and the read-

ing of the book is interesting through a freshness apparently due to the fact

that the author's knowledge rests on personal inspection and direct experience.

The index is made with great care and adds much to the value of the book.

A Picture Book of Evolution. By Dennis Hird. Part I. London : Watts &
Company, 1906. Pp. 200.

This is the first part of a popular exposition of evolution, and it is truly,

as the title states, a picture book, for there may be not more than 30 pages in

the book without illustrations, and the author's intention is to present the truth

of evolution to children in the most simple and forcible manner. The first

volume which here lies before us contains the chapters Astronomy, Geology,

and Zoology.



New and Forthcoming Open Court Books

Space and Geometry in
the Ligtit oi Pliysiolog-
ical, Psycliological and
Pliysical Inquiry. By
Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus Pro-

fessor in the University of Vienna.

From the German by Thomas J.

McCormack, Principal of the
LaSalle-Peru Township High
School. 1906. Cloth, gilt top.

Pp.143. $1.00 net. (5s.net.)

In these essays Professor Mach dis-

cusses the questions of the nature,origin,and

development of our conceptsof space from
the three points of view of the physiology
and psychology of the senses, history, and
physics, in all which departments his pro-

found researches have gained for him an
authoritative and commanding position.

While in most works on the foundations of

geometry one point of view only is empha-
sized—be it that of logic, epistemology, psy-

chology, history, or the formal technology
of the science—here light is shed upon the subject from all points of view combined,
and the different sources from which the many divergent forms that the science of

space has historically assumed, are thus shown forth with a distinctness and precision
that in suggestiveness at least leave little to be desired.

Any reader who possesses a slight knowledge of mathematics may derive from
these essays a very adequate idea of the abstruse yet important researches of meta-
geometry.

The Vocation Ot Man. By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated
bv William Smith, LL. D. Reprint Edition. With biographical intro-

duction bv E. Ritchie, Ph.D. 1906. Pp.185. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, 25c;

mailed, Sic. (Is. 6d.)

Everyone familiar with the history of German Philosophy recognizes the im-
portance of Fichte's position in its development. His idealism was the best exposition
of the logical outcome of Kant's system in one of its principal aspects, while it was
also the natural precurs r of Hegel's philosophy. But the intrinsic value of Fichte's

writings have too often been overlooked. His lofty ethical tone, the keenness of his.men-
tal vision and the purity of his style render his works a stimulus and a source of satisfac-

tion to every intelligent reader. Of all his many books, that best adapted to excite an
interest in his philosophic thought is the Vocation of Man, which contains many of his

most fruitful ideas and is an excellent example of the spirit and method of his teaching.

The Rise ot Man. a sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.
By Paul Carus. Illustrated. 1906. Pp. circa 100. Boards, cloth

back, 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

Paul Carus, the author of The Rise of Man, a new book along anthropological
lines, upholds the divinity of man from the standpoint of evolution. He discusses the
anthropoid apes, the relics of primitive man, especially the Neanderthal man and the

ape-man of DuBois, and concludes with a protest against Huxley, claiming that man has
risen to a higher level not by cunning and ferocity, but on the contrary by virtue of his

nobler qualities.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 WabasK Ave.. Chicago



The Sermons of a Buddhist Abbot, some Addresses on
Religious Subjects by the Rt. Rev. Soyen Shaku, Abbot of Engakuji and
Kenchoji, Kamakura, Japan. Translated by Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki.
Pp. 21». Cloth. $1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

The Sermons of a Buddhist Abbot, which were delivered by the Rt. Rev. Soyen
Shaku, during the author's \isit to this country in 1905-1906, and have been collected
and translated and edited by his interpreter and friend, Mr. Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki,

will prove fascinating to those who are interested in the comparative study of religion
as well as in the development of Eastern Asia. Here we have a Buddhist Abbot holding
a high position in one of the most orthodo.x sects of Japan, discoursing on problems of
ethics and philosophy with an intelligence and grasp of the subject which would be
rare even in a Christian prelate.

The Praise of Hypocrisy. An Essay in Casuistry. By G. T.
Knight, D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in Tufts College Divinity

School. 1906. Pp. 86. 50c net.

"The Praise of Hypocrisy" is an essay based on the public confessions of hypocrisy
that many champions of religion have made in these days, and on the defenses they have
put forth in support of the practice of deceit. Not that the sects now accuse each other
of insincerity, nor that the scoffer vents his disgust for all religion, but that good men
(as all must regard them) in high standing as church members have accused them-
selves.

By exhibiting the implications and tendencies of the ethics thus professed and
defended, and by sharp comment on the same, the author of this essay designs to

arouse the conscience of the church, to sting it into activity in a region of life where its

proper functions have ceased.

This is not an attack on the church, nor even a mer« criticism; it is the language
of righteous indignation hopefully summoning the church to be honest with itself, to be
loval and faithful to its master.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1322 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



Aristotle on His Prede-
cessors. Being the first book
of his metaphj'sics. Translated
from the text of Christ, with intro-

duction and notes. By A. E.
Taylor, M. A., Fellow of Merton
College, Oxford; Frothingham
Professor of Philosophy in Mc-
Gill University, Montreal. Pp.
160. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, 35c
postpaid.

This book will be welcome to all

teachers of philosophy, for it is a transla-

tion made by a competent hand of the

most important essay on the history of

Greek thou^rht down to Aristotle, written

by Aristotle liimself. The original served
this great master with his unprecedented
encyclopedic knowledge as an introduc-
tion to his Metaphysics; but it is quite

apart from the rest of that work, forming
an independent essay in itself, and will re-

main forever the main source of our infor-

mation on the predecessors of Aristotle.
Considering the importance of the book, it is strange tliat no translation of it appears
to have been made since the publication of that by Bekker in 1S31.

The present translation has been made from the latest and most critical Greek text
available, the second edition of W. Christ, and pains have been taken not only to repro-
duce it in readable English, but also to indicate the exact way in which the translator
understands every word and clause of the Greek. He has further noted all the im-
portant divergencies between the readings of Christ's text and the editions of Zellar
and Bonitz, the two chief modern German exponents of Aristotelianism.

Not the least advantage of the present translation is the incorporation of the trans-

lator's own work and thought. He has done his best, within the limited space he has
allowed himself for explanations, to provide the student with ample means of judging
for himself in the light of the most recent researches in Greek philosophical literature,

the value of Aristotle's account of previous thought as a piece of historical criticism.

Zarattiuslitra, Pliilo, ttie Actiaemenids and Israel.
A Treatise Upon the Antiquity and Influence of the Avesta. By Dr.
Lawrence H. Mills, Professor of Zend Philology in the University of

Oxford. 1906. Pp. 460. Cloth, gilt top. $4.00 net.

Professor Lawrence H. Mills, the great Zendavesta scholar of Oxford, England, has
devoted his special attention to an investigation and comparison of the relations that

obtain between our own religion, Christianity—including its sources in the Old Testa-
ment scriptures—and the Zendavesta, offering the results of his labors in a new book
that is now being published by The Open Court Publishing Company, under the tide,

"Zarathushtra, Philo, the Achaemenids and Israel, a Treatise upon the Antiquity and
Influence of the Avesta." We need scarcely add that this subject is of vital importance
in theology, for the influence of Persia on Israel and also on the foundation of the
Christian faith has been paramount, and a proper knowledge of its significance is in-

dispensable for a comprehension of the origin of our faith.

Battel and BlDle* Three Lectures on the Significance of Assyrio-
logical Research for Religion, Embodying the most important Criticisms

and the Author's Replies. By Dr. Friedrich Dclitzsch, Professor of Assyr-
iology in the University of Berlin. Translated from the German. Pro-
fusely illustrated. 1906. Pp. xv, 240. $1.00 net.

A new edition of "Babel and Bible," comprising the first, second and third lectures

by Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, complete with discussions and the author's replies, has been
published by The Open Court Publishing Company, making a stately volume of 25.S

pages. _^^^^_^ S.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1522 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



Essay on the Creative '

Imagination. By Prof. Th.
Ribot. Translated from the

French by A. H. N, Baron, Fel-

low in Clark University. 1906.

Cloth, gilt top. Pp. 357. $1.75
net. (7s. 6d. net.)

Imagination is not the possession
onl\- of the inspired few, but is a func-
tion of the mind common to all men in

some degree; and mankind has displayed
as much imagination in practical life as
in its more emotional phases—in mech-
anical, military, industrial, and commer-
cial mventions, in religious, and political

institutions as well as in the sculpture,
painting, poetry and song. This is

the central thought in the new hook of
Th. Ribot, the well-known psychologist,
modestly entitled An Essay on the
Creative Imagination.

It is a classical exposition of a branch
of psychology which has often been dis-
cussed, but perhaps never before in a
thoroughly scientific manner. Although
the purely reproductive imagination has been studied with considerable enthusias
time to time, the creative or constructive variety has been generally neglected
popularly supposed to be confined within the limits of esthetic creation.

m from
and is

"Ur Cnilaren* Hints from Practical Experience for Parents and
Teachers. By Paul Carus. Pp.207. ^1.00 net. (4s.6d.net.)

In the little book Our Children, Paul Carus offers a unique contribution to peda-
gogical literature. Without any theoretical pretensions it is a strong defense for the
rights of the child, dealing with the responsibilities of parenthood, and with the first

inculcation of fundamental ethics in the child mind and the true principles of correc-
tion and guidance. Each detail is forcefully illustrated by informal incidents from the
author's experience with his own children, and his suggestions will prove of the greatest
possible value to young mothers and kindergartners. Hints as to the first acquaintance
with all branches of knowledge are touched upon—mathematics, natural sciences, for-

eign languages, etc.—and practical wisdom in regard to the treatment of money,
hygiene, and similar problems.

Yin Cllill Wen, The Tract of the Quiet Way. With Extracts from
the Chinese commentary. Translated by Teitaro Suzuki and Dr. Paul
Carus. 1906. Pp. 48. 25c net.

This is a collection of moral injunctions which, among the Chinese is second
perhaps only to the Kan-Ying P'ien in popularity, and yet so far as is known to the
publishers this is the first translation that has been made into any Occidental language.
It is now issued as a companion to the T'ai-Shang Kan-Ying P'ien, although it does
not contain either a facsimile of the text or its verbatim translation. The original

consists of the short tract itself which is here presented, of glosses added by commen-
tators, which form a larger part of the book, and finally a number of stories similar

to those appended to the Kan-Ying P'ien, which last, however, it has not seemed worth
while to include in this version. The translator's notes are of value in justifying cer-

tain readings and explaining allusions, and the book is provided with an index. The
frontispiece, an artistic outline drawing by Shen Chin-Ching, represents Wen Ch'ang,
one of the highest divinities of China, revealing himself to the author of the tract.

The motive of the tract is that of practical morality. The maxims give definite

instructions in regard to details of man's relation to society, besides more general com-
mands of universal ethical significance, such as "Live in concord," "Forgive malice," and
"Do not assert with your mouth what your heart denies."

TFE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1522 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



T'ai-Shang Kan-YIng P'iCn, Treatise of the Exalted One on Re-
sponse and Retribution. Translated from the Chinese by Teitaro Suzuki
and Dr. Paul Carus. Containing Chinese Text, Verbatim Translation,

Explanatory Notes and Moral Tales. Edited by Dr. Paul Carus. 16

plates. Pp. 135. 1906. Boards, 75c net.

The book contains a critical and descriptive introduction, and the entire Chinese
text in large and distinct characters with the verbatim translation of each page ar-

ranged on the opposite page in corresponding vertical columns. This feature makes the

book a valuable addition to the number of Chinese-English text-books already avail-

able. The text is a facsimile reproduction from a collection of Chinese texts made in

Japan by Chinese scribes.

After the Chinese text follows the English translation giving references to the

corresponding characters in the Chinese original, as well as to the explanatory notes

immediately following the English version. These are very full and explain the sig-

nificance of allusions in the Treatise and compare different translations of disputed

passages. This is the first translation into English direcdy from the Chinese original,

though it was rendered into French by Stanislas Julien, and from his French edition

into English by Douglas.

A number of illustrative stories are appended in all the editions of the original,

but the selection of these stories seems to vary in the different editions. They are very
inferior in intrinsic value to the Treatise itself, and so are represented here only by
extracts translated in part directly from the Chinese edition and in part through the

French of Julien, but many are illustrated by reproductions of the Chinese pictures

from the original edition. The frontispiece is a modern interpretation by Keichyu
Yamada of Lao Tze, the great Oriental philosopher, "The Exalted One" to whom the

authorship of this Treatise is ascribed.

Spinoza and Religion, a study of Spinoza-s Metaphysics and of
his particular utterances in regard to religion, with a view to determining
the significance of his thought for religion and incidentally his personal

attitude toward it. By Elmer Ellsworth
Powell, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of

Philosophy in Miami University. 1906.

Pp. xi, 344. $1.50 net. (7s. 6d.)

Spinoza has been regarded for centuries

as the most radical philosopher, yet he had a
reverential attitude toward religion and prom-
inent thinkers such as Goethe looked up to him
as their teacher in both metaphysics and religion.

Professor E. E. Powell, of Miami University,

feels that there has been great need to have
Spinoza's philosophy and attitude toward re-

ligion set forth by a competent hand, and, ac-

cordingly, he has undertaken the task with a
real love of his subject, and has indeed ac-

complished it with success.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1522 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



The Open Court Mathematical Series

\ Brief History of Mattiematics
By the late Dk. Karl Fink. Translated by W. W. Beman and David Eugene Smith.

vVith Biographical notes and full index. 2nd edition, Pp.345, Cloth, S1.50 net (5s. 6d.net).

Not a book of anecdotes, nor one of biography ; but a clear and brief statement of the

FACTS of mathematical history. An invaluable work for teachers of mathematics.

"This book is the best that has appeared in English. It should find a place in the library of

every teacher of mathematics."—The Inland Educator.

On the Study and Difficulties of Mattiematics
By AuGDSTua De Morgan. With portrait. Index and Bibliographies of Modern

works on Algebra, the Philosophy of Mathematics, Pangeometry, etc. 2nd edition.

Pp. viii, 288. Cloth 81,25 net (4s, 6d. net).

"The point of view is unusual; we are confronted by a genius, who, like his kind, shows little

heed for customary conventions. The 'shaking up' which this little work will give to the young
teacher, the stimulus and implied criticism it can furnish to the more experienced, make its possession

most desirable. This 'Mathematical Series' must be held one of the most notable achievements
The Open Codet."—Michigan Alumnus, April '99.

Lectures on Mattiematics
By Joseph Louis Lagrange. With portrait and biography of Lagrange, From

the French by T. J. McCormack. Pp., 172. Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net). 2nd ed.

' Historical and methodological remarks abound, and are so woven together with the mathemati*
cal material proper, and the whole is so vivified by the clear and almost chatty style of the author as

to give the lectures a charm for the readers not often to be found in mathematical works."—Bulletin
American Mathematical Society.

Ttie Foundations of Geometry
By David Hilbert, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics in the University of Got-

tingen. With many new additions still unpublished in German. Translated by

E. J, TowNSEND, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Mathematics in the University of Illi-

nois. Pp., viii +132, Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net).

Defining the elements of geometry, points, straight lines, and planes, as abstract things, Professor

Hilbert sets up in this book a simple and complete set of independent axioms defining the mutual rela-

tions of these elements in accordance with the principles of geometry ; that is, in accordance with our

intuitions of space. The purpose and importance of the work is his systematic discussion of the rela-

tions of these axioms to one another and the bearing of each upon the logical development of the

Euclidean geometry. The most important propositions of geometry are also demonstrated and in such

a manner as to show exactly what axioms underlie and make possible the demonstration. The work

is therefore not only of mathematical importance as a contribution to the purifying of mathematics

from philosophical speculation, but is of pedagogical importance in showing the simplest and most

logical development of our analysis of space relations.
" The Open Court Publishing Company deserves praise for continuing to publish translations of

foreign scientific classics into English. . , . A widely diffused knowledge of the principles involved

in this work will do much for the logical treatment of all science and for clear thinking and clear

writing in general."—Bulletin of the Am. Math. Society.

Elementary Illustrations of the Differential and
Integral Calculus
By Augustus De Morgan, New reprint edition. With sub-headings and biblio-

graphy of English and foreign , works on the Calculus, Price, cloth, $1.00 net

(4.S. Gd. net).

" It aims not at helping students to cram for examinations, but to give a scientific explanation of

the rationale of these branches of mathematics. Like all that De Morgan wrote, it is accurate, clear

and philosophic."—Literary World, London.



The Open Court Mathematical Series

Mathematical Essays and Recreations
By Hermann Schubert, Professor of Mathematics in Hainhurt,'. From the Germac

jyT. J. McCoRMACK. Pp., 149. Cuts, 37. Cloth, 75c. net (:5s. Gd. net).

" Professor Schubert's Essays make delightful reading. They deal, not with the dry side of math
smatics, but with the philosophical side of that science on the one hand and its romantic side on the

other. They are admirably lucid and simple and answer questions in which every intelligent man i?

interested."—Chicago Evening Post.

Geometric Exercises in Paper-Folding
By T. SuNDARA Row, Edited and revised by VV, W. Beman and D. E. Smith

Pages, x+148. Cloth, 81.00 net (4s. 6d. net).

A unique work. Highly recommended by the eminent European mathematician, Prof. Klein, of

Qottingen, it should be in the hands, not only of every special teacher of mathematics, but of every

independent student, and of everyone who gives instruction in the lower grades.

"Simply a revelation in the possibilities of paper-folding."—Teachers' Institute, New York.

"The editors have performed a genuine service in bringing this work before our public, and in

such neat and attractive form The twenty-six exquisite half-tone illustrations with which they have

replaced the line drawings of the original, are a decided enrichment of the volume."—Science.

Essays on tlie Tlieory ot Numbers
(1) Continuity and Irrational Numbers; (2) The Nature and Meaning of Numbers

By Richard Dedekind. From the German by W. W. Beman. Pp., 115. Cloth, 75c.

net (3s. 6d. net).

These essays mark one of the distinct stages in the development of the theory of numbers. They

jfive the foundation upon which the whole science of numbers may be established. The first can be

read without any technical, philosophic or mathematical knowledge ; the second requires more power

of abstraction for its perusal, but power of a logical nature only.

" It is to be hoped that the translation will make the essays better known to English mathemati-

cians ; they are of the very first importance, and rank with the work of Weierstrass, Kronecker, and

Cantor in the same field."—Nature.

Tlie Science of Mectianics
A Critical and Historical Account of Its Development. By Dr. Ernst Mach.

Translated from the German by Thomas J. McCormack. Second enlarged edition.

259 cuts. Pp.xx-|-605. Cloth, gilt top, marginal analyses. Exhaustive index. Price,

$2.00 net (9s. 6d, net).

This book is as much a work on philosophy as science. It takes up the subject of the develop-

ment of mechanics as a specimen of scientific development in general and shows both the psychology

and the logic of the onward movement of human thought. The mechanism of the growth of oui

ideas, the nature of the structure of science and of truth in general are here exhibited in the plainest

light,

" A remarkable work."—Nature.
"Sets forth the elements of the subject with a clearness, lucidity and force unknown in the matl>

ematical text-books."—Canadian Mining and Eng. Review,

Popular Scientific Lectures
A Portrayal of the Methods and Spirit of Science. By Ernst Mach, Translated

from the German by T. J, McCormack. Third edition. Pages, 415. Cuts, 59, Cloth

gilt top, S1.50 net (7s. 6d).

Lectures on Mechanics, Sound, Light, Electricity, the Conservation of Energy, Philosophy ana

Piincation. The thoughts of the master-minds of science are here presented in popular form by one

•?r its foremost living representatives.
" Truly remarkable. . . . May be fairly called rare."—Professor Henry Crew, N. W. University,

" A masterly exposition."—Scotsman, Edinburgh.
' Will please those who find the fairy tales of science more absorbing than fiction."— Pilot, Boston



THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS
There is no similar journal in the tield ot scientific philosoiihv. It is issued fortnightly and
permits the quick publication of short contributions, prompt reviews and timely discussions.

The contents of recent numbers include:

Pragmatism's Conception of Truth.— William James.
Imageless Thought.— A'. .S". IVoodworth.

The Desires of the Self-Conscious.

—

Arthur O. Lovejoy.

Pragmatism as the Salvation from Philosophic Doubt.- John E. Russell,

The Mental Antecedents of Voluntary Movements.

—

Edicard L. Thorndike.

The Poetry of Anaxagoras's Metaphysics.

—

Alfred IL Lloyd.

Some Inadequacies of Modern Theories of Judgment.— W. H. Sheldon.

Current Misconceptions of Realism.— /F. P. Montague.

The Nature of Explanation.— li'alter T. Marvin.
Individual and Social Ethics.

—

A. C. Armstrong.
Pragmatism versus Science.

—

Herbert lYichols.

Arnold's "Psychology Applied to Legal Evidence."— //«//<rr B. Pitkin.

Frazer's "Adonis, Attis, Osiris. Studies in the History of Oriental

Religion."^ J/ Vw(ff// 7'. Bush.
Ormond's "Concepts of Philosophy."—/. MacBride Sterrett.

Jastrow's "The Subconscious."— .4 rfoZ/'Tl/o'^'''.

Davidson's "The Philosophy of Goethe's Faust."— C. Santayana.

Hobhouse's "Morals in Evolution."-

—

Norman Wilde.

Professor John Deivey, of Columbia University, will contribute in the issue

of April il the first of a series of articles on The Control of Ideas by Facts.

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS
SUB-STATION 84, NEW YORK CITY

$3.00 Per Annum, 26 Numbers '5 Cents Per Copy

NEEDED in every HOME,
SCHOOL and OFFICE.

Reliable, Useful, Attractive, Lasting, Up
to Date and Authoritative. 2380 Pages,
5000 Illustrations. Recently added 25,000
New Words, IIcw Gazetteer and New Bio-

graphical Dictionary. Editor W. T. Harris,
Ph.D., LL.D., United States Com. of Ed'n.

Highest Awa.rd8 at St. Louis and Portland.

K- and Till

Write for "The Story of a Book"—Free.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Springfield, Mass.

f;i:T Tui; r,i:sT.

CERBERUS
THE DOG OF HADES

The History of an Idea, by
MA URIGE BLOOMFIELD

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology Johns Hopkins University

"It is a careful compilation of the singular
views of the famous mythical dos that is

guardian of the realms of the dead, as these
views have been expressed in classic art, and
in Roman, Hindoo, Persian, and other litera-

tures. The study is certainly a curiosity,
but at the same time much more than this.

It is the outworking of an idea that is found
securely lodged in the literature of many
nations." Journal of Education, Boston.

"In his interesting and suggestive little

essay Professor Bloomfield explains the two
heads which Cerberus so frequently has in
Greek vase-paintings, and accounts step by
step for the transition from the sun and
moon as the gates of heaven to Cerberus,
the guardian of the doors of hell

.

"

Academy, London.

Frontispiece, Boards, cloth back, 50 cents.

The Open Court Pub. Co.

1322 Wabash Avenue
Chicago



The Great English

Magazines

O YOU know them—know what tliey are

pubHshing—read them—subscribe for them?
There is the Edinburgh Review and the QiKir-

terly\ the Conteiiiporary, Fortnightly, Monthly,

Independent, Tf^estminster and Ninetee)ith Century Kevieivs

;

Blackwood's, Cornhill, Maemillan's, Gentleman'sand Pall

Mall Magazines; the Spectator, the Saturday Review, the

Speaker, the Outlook, Punch and others. No matter

how many American magazines you read, you need to

know something of our Enghsh contemporaries. The one

convenient, sensible, inexpensive way is to subscribe for

THE LIVING AGE, which gives every week the

best contributions from current numbers of the foreign

periodicals. Its scope includes literature, science, history,

politics—especially timely discussions of public affairs;

travel and exploration; essays, reviews and criticisms;

fiction—both serial and short stories. President Roose-

velt, Chief Justice Fuller, and thousands of other ])eople

who want to be cosmopolitan in their reading are sub-

scribers for THE LIVING AGE. Founded in 1844.

$6 a year, $1 for 3 months' trial. Specimen copy free.

Address

Tlie Living Age Co.

6 Beacon Street Boston, Mass



Second Edition thoroughly Corrected

and Revised, with Portrait.

Species and Varieties:
Their Origin by Mutation

Bi/ Hu^o de Vries
Professor of Botany in the University of Amsterdam.

Edited by Daniel Trembly MacDougal, Director,

Department of Botanical Research, Carnegie Institution of Washington
xxiii + 830 pages

HE belief has prevailed for more than half

a century that species are changed into new
types very slowly and that thousands of

years were necessary for the development

of a new type of animal or plant. After

twenty years of arduous investigation Professor de Vries

has announced that he has found that new species originat-

ed suddenly by jumps, or by "mutations," and in conjunc-

tion with this discovery he offers an explanation of the

qualities of living organisms on the basis of the concep-

tion of unit-characters. Important modifications are also

proposed as to the conceptions of species and varieties as

well as of variability, inheritance, atavism, selection and

descent in general.

The announcement of the results in question has excited

more interest among, naturalists than any publication

since the appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species, and

marks the beginning of a new epoch in the history of

evolution. Professor de Vries was invited to deliver a series

of lectures upon the subject at the University of California

during the summer of 1904, and these lectures are offered

to a public now thoroughly interested in modern ideas of

evolution.

The contents of the book include a readable and orderly

recital of the facts and details which furnish the basis for

the mutation-theory of the origin of species. All of the

more important phases of heredity and descent come in

for a clarifying treatment that renders the volume

extremely readable to the amateur as well as to the trained

biologist. The more reliable historical data are cited and



the results obtained by Professor de Vries in the Botanical

Garden at Amsterdam during twenty years of observations

are described.

Not the least important service rendered by Professor

de Vries in the preparation of these lectures consists in the

indication of definite specific problems that need investi-

gation, many of which may be profitably taken up by any-

one in a small garden. He has rescued the subject of

evolution from the thrall of polemics and brought it once

more within reach of the great mass of naturalists, any one

of whom may reasonably hope to contribute something

to its advancement by orderly observations.

The text of the lectures has been revised and rendered

into a form suitable for permanent record by Dr. D. T.

MacDougal who has been engaged in researches upon the

subject for several years, and who has furnished substan-

tial proof of the mutation theory of the origin of species by

his experimental investigations carried on in the New
York Botanical Gardens.

Price, postpaid $5.00 ( 21s.) net. xxiii + 830 pages, 8 vo., cloth, gilt top

The Open Court Publishing Company
1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.
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THE MONIST
The Motiist is a Quarterly Magazine, devoted to the Philosophy of Science.

Each copy contains 160 pages ; original articles, correspondence from foreign

countries, discussions, and book reviews.

The Monist Advocates tlie
Pliilosophy of Science J^

which is an application of the scientific method to philosophy.

The old philosophical systems were mere air-castles (constructions of abstract

theories,) built in the realm of pure thought. The Philosophy of Science is a

systematisation of positive facts ; it takes experience as its foundation, and uses

the systematised formal relations of experience (mathematics, logic, etc.) as its

method. It is opposed on the one hand to the dogmatism of groundless a priori

assumptions, and on the other hand to the scepticism of negation which finds

expression in the agnostic tendencies of to-day.

Monism Means a Unitary "World-Conception
There may be different aspects and even contrasts, diverse views and oppo-

site standpoints, but there can never be contradiction in truth.

Monism is not a one-substance theory, be it materialistic or spiritualistic or

agnostic ; it means simply and solely consistency.

All truths form one consistent system, and any dualism of irreconcilable

statements indicates that there is a problem to be solved ; there must be fault

somewhere either in our reasoning or in our knowledge of facts. Science always

implies Monism, i. e., a unitary world conception.

Illustrated Catalogue and sample copies free.
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To THE OPEN CO UJ^T PUBLISHING CO.
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Gentlemen,—
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The Oldand the New Magic J^L'^s" '^^'i.ri:;

introduction by Paul Carus. With numerous illustrations and programs
of entertainments of leading magicians
of all times. Pp. d^il Cloth, gilt

top, $1.50 net; mailed, $1.70. (7s.

6d. net.)

"Whoever is anxious to know how severed heads
are made to talk, how bodies are made to float in

mid-air, how ghosts are made visible and incapable

of harm from sword thrust, and how bolts and
handcuffs are laughed at, may hopefully 'inquire

within." "

—

IVatchman, Boston, iMass.

"Scores of conjurers' tricks are explained, with
abundant illustration. In his introduction. Dr.
Paul Carus discourses in a readable way about the

relations between magic, illusion and miracle,

from the point of view of one to whom the mi-
raculous is the impossible."

—

The Outlook.

"Henry Ridgely Evans' writings are always
fascinating, and in 'The Old and the New Magic,,

his latest and most ambitious effort, he has sur-

passed himself. The quality of its literary matter
is only equaled by its printing. It is the finest

mechanical production yet given to any magical
work."

—

The Wizard, London, England.
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OUR SILVER JUBILEE
This year marks the Silver Jubilee of the "Reliable" 1

Incubator. For twenty-five years they have stood
|

the severest tests under all conditions, and have dem-
onstrated that Reliable machines are thoroughly i

practical and satisfactory in every respect. Today,

'

the demand for Keliables is greater than ever.
They are scientifically constructed along the most i

practicallines. They employ those principles of hatching'
which have been proven to be correct. The double heating

system, perfect ventilation, even temperature and the absence of
|

draughts produce the highest possible number of chicks from '

any given quantity of fertile eggs. The Reliable Incubator is

cheaper to operate, requiring one-third-less oil than any other.
|We guarantee it to do as we claim or money refunded. Silver '

Jubilee Catalog free. Get our prices on pure bred poultry and eggs.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER COMPANY, Box , QUINCY, ILL.

ESSAYS ON NUMBER
I. CONTINUITY AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.

II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF NUMBERS.
'By Richard Dfdfkind, Professor in Brunswick, Germany. Author-
ised Translation by Woosier Woodruff Beman. Pages, 115. Price,

Red Cloth, 75 cents.

"The Open Court Publishing Company deserves praise for continuing to pub-
lish translations of foreign scientific classics into English."

—

Bulletin of the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society.

"The work of Dedekind is very fundamental, and I am glad to have it in this

carefully-wrought English version. I think the book should be of much service to

American mathematicians and teachers."

—

Prof. E. H. Moore, Univ. of Chicago.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO
LONDON : Khgan Paul, Trench, TrObnkr & Co., Ltd



T'wo Fascinating 'Books of Travel

To Jerusalem, Through the Land of
¥c'1o'rr| among Jews, Christians and Moslems. B3' Madame Emilie

' Hyacinthe Loyson. Preface by Prince De Polignac. Pp.
viii, 375. Cloth, gilt top, octavo, profusely illustrated, $2.50 net. (10s.

6d. net.)

"Her descriptions of

places and account of
personal experiences in

Egypt and Jerusalem and
elsewhere are immensely
interesting, and make the
reader seem to see it all.

'

—Chicago Eveyi'g Post.

"This book is the be-
ginning of a reform of

Christianity."— Girand-
7'oulo)i, Political Econo-
mist, Lyons.

"Islam is so little un-
derstood, and so often
decried, by the general
European public, it is as
well that from time to

time a sympathetic voice
is raised in its favor."

—

Asiatic Quat'tcrly Re-
viezc.

' 'Her real interests are
religious, and the volume
should be read as a most
attractive text-book in

tolerance."

—

The \Vo7-ld

'J'oday.

"This is one of the
handsomest books of Ori-

ental travel which we
know. The book pays
special attention to the

religious conditions of

the Copts, Jews and
Moslems of the East. It

presents a tremendous
indictment of the liquor trafific in Malta and elsewhere. Thewhite man's vices are the
greatest obstruction to the mission work in the non-Christian world."

—

Methodist Magazine
and Rcviczu.

Travels in Tartary,Thibetand China,
during the years 1H44-5-6. By M. Hue. Translated from the French by
W. Hazlitt. Second reprint edition. Illustrated with 100 engravings
on wood. In one volume. 1900. Pp. 688. $1.25 net. (5s. net.) Two
vols. Pp. 6H8. $2.00. (10s.)
"For forty years it has been one of the world's greatest books."— Western Christian

Advocate.
"A treasury of information for the student of comparative religion, ethnology, geography

and natural history."

—

llie Outlook.
"The work made a profound sensation. Although China and the other countries of the

Orient have been opened to foreigners in larger measure in recent years, few observers as

keen and as well qualified to put their observations in finished form have appeared, and
M. Hue's story remains among the best sources of information concerning the Thibetans
and Mongolians."

—

7'he Watchman.
" These reprints ought to have a large sale. It would be a good time for the Catholic

libraries to add them to their stock of works on travel. They will find that few books will

have more readers than the missionary adventures of Abbe Hue and his no less daring com-
panion."— The Catholic Nczus.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1522 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



The Japanese Floral Calendar
By Ernest W. Clement, M, A. Printed on best paper. Profusely illus-

trated. Pp.60. Board cover with cloth back. Octavo. 50c. (2s.6d.net.)

"A beautiful book on a phase of Japanese life of which the Occident knows little.''

—

Mobile Register.

"It is one of the most perpetually seasonable gift books."— The Church Rez'iezt'.

" Just the information which we Americans like to have about the unique Japanese custom
of ' flower viewing ' is covered in this little volume."— The Chautauquaii.

" The book should please and instruct any one who takes it up, and prove especially wel-

come to students of Eastern forms of simple native worship."

—

77ii- Scotsman.

My Utile Book of Prayer Hf.zfe ^t:::lt
per, cloth, $1.00. (4s.6d.net.) Alexis paper, boards, 50c. C2s. .6d. net.)

To attempt to tell what a treasure trove for the struggling soul is in this

little volume would be impossible without giving it complete, for everv
paragraph marks a milestone on the higher way. That the best of all

modern thought and religion is garnered in it its very creed proclaims:

Not one holy day, but seven.

Worshiping not at the call of a bell, but at the call of my soul;

Singing, not at the baton's sway, but to the rhythm in my heart;

Loving because I must.
Doing for the joy of it.

Some one who has "entered in " sends back to us this inspiring prayer
book, and to seize its spirit and walk in the light of it would still the moan
and bitterness of human lives as the bay wreath ends the toilsome struggle

in the hero's path.— .S7. Louis Globe^Dcmocrat.

the" OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



On Life After
Deatli?^,„^„-'-
ner. Translated by Dr.
Hugo Wernekke, Head
Master of the Realgym-
nasium at Weimar, 1906.

Pp. 133. Cloth, gilt top.

12 mo. 75c net. Postage
8c. (3s. 6d.)

"I wish to congratulate you and
the translator upon the beautiful
translation of Fechner. It did not
beam possible that such a transla-

tion, breathing as it did the entire

spirit of the original, could have
b en made by a German. I have
seldom seen a more successful bit of

translating. "-Z'rtZ'/^ Eugene Smith,
Ph. D., LL. D., Professor of Math-
ematics, Teachers^ College, N'ezu
York City.

"The essay of which this little

book is a translation was first pub-
lished in German in 1835. Its au-

thor held that 'the spirits of the dead
continue to exist as individuals in the

living,' and has worked out this idea

in quaint suggestions and medita-
tions which will interest many and

perhaps will add somewhat of illuminatioi lo their eager gaze into the world beyond death.

It is devout, hopeful and confident of a kind of a personal immortality."

—

The Congrega-
tionalist and Christian J J arid.

Tlie Crown
of Tliorns
A Story of the Time of

Christ. By Dr. Paul

Carus. Illustrations by

Eduard Biedermann.

Pp. 73. Cloth, 75c net.

(8s. <)d-. net.)

" The Crown of Thorns" is a

story of the time of Christ. It is

fiction of the character of legend^

utilizing materials preserved in

both the canonical scriptures and
the Apocryphal traditions, but
giving preference to the former.

The hopes and beliefs of the

main personalities, however, can
throughout be verified by docu-
mentary evidence. The religious

milieu is strictly historical, and is

designed to show the way in

which Christianity de\eloped
from Judaism through the Messi-
anic hopes of the Nazarenes as

interpreted by the Apostle Paul
of Tarsus.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1522 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



Zbc ©pen Court
. . . Hn UllustratjeO ^ontblB ^agasinc . .

.

DR. PAUL CARUS
EDITOR

ASSOCIATES ( E. C. HEGELER
?MARY CARUS

DcvotcD to tijc Science of IRcliflion, the TRelifiion ot Science, an& tbe jEitenslon of
tbe IReliflious parliament HOjea.

An Unpartisan Ofgfan of Religfious, Ethical, Philosophical, and Scientific Expression,

Contfibotcd to by the Leaders of Science in all Countries, and by the

Leaders of Religfion of all Denominations.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00 a year for the U. S., Canada and Mexico; for Countries in the Unrven&l Postal Union 5s. 6d.

Single Copies, JO cents (6d.).

price; list of back numbers
Single copies, except where their sale would destroy complete sets, will be supplied on orders at 20c each, postpaid

In files, volumes I-II Each, Unbound, $3.25 (17s. 6d.) Bound, $4.00 (22s.) t

In files, volumes III-VIII Each, Unbound, $2.00 (10s.) Bound, $3.00 (16s. 6d.) t

In files, volumes IX-XX Each, Unbound, $1.00 (5s. 6d.) Bound, $2.00 (lis.) t

Binding cases for back volumes, in cloth, with gilt side and back lettering, postpaid, 75 cents (3s. 6d.) each.

tCarriage extra on bound volumes. Postage extra to foreign countries.

Some idea of the character of the work which "The Open Court" has been doing, and of the high

standing of its contributors, may be gained by reference to the 20 years Index recently issued in separate

form at 15c postpaid.

TESTIMONIALS FROM READERS OF "THE OPEN COURT"
"I regard 'The Open Court' and 'The Monist' as the

two best American philosophical magazines that we
have."—Dr. Lester F. Ward, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington. D. C.

"To my mind, 'The Open Court' and 'The Monist' are
a shining instance of the higher philanthropy. Love of

man, and of ideas as the deepest need of man, lie back
of the enterprise. I am under obligation to many of the
articles in these magazines; they have given me stim-
ulus and suggestion, and in various ways, partly by
opposition and partly by agreement, have helped me
shape my view of life and the world." — William M.
Salter, Lecturer of the Society for Ethical Culture
of Chicago.

"The statement of the principles of 'The Open Court'
(in No. 524) as the organ of the Religious Parliament
idea is so admirable, that, speaking from the point of
view of an Orthodox Christian, I wish the statement
might somehow be put into the hands of every clergy-
man and religious leader." — Elias Co.mpton, Dean of
the University of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.

"In my judgment your magazine is an extremely
original and interesting institution, conducted with un-
common skill, and always offering to its readers a great

deal of interesting'material. The union of discussions
of religious, philosophical and scientific questions
appears to me to be felicitous."—August Weismann,
Professor in the University of Freiburg, Germany.

"I follow the work of your magazine with the liveliest
sympathy. May its endeavors be crowned with further
success." -Prof. Rudolph Euckex, Professor of Phil-
osophy in the University of Jena, Germany.

"It is always a pleasure to me to receive 'The Open
Court.' It is in my opinion a magazine of great value.
In its brief but solid papers it throws light upon many
interesting questions." — Harold Hoeffding, Profes-
sor in the University of Copenhagen.

'The Open Court' is one of the most interesting and
instructive publications of the kind that I receive and
read. It is an exponent of modern science and philos-
ophy, and has a mission of culture and education
peculiarly its own." — Dr. Edward Brooks,
Superintendent of Public Schools, Philadelphia, Penu.

'The Open Court' and 'The Monist' are among our
most valued magazines. In tlic wide range of topics and
the able and candid treatment they stand almost ii1oni>

"

—The Rev. H. W. Thomas, Peoples' Church, Cliic.i;:Li.

Librarians, book collectors, and students desiring to secure the back numbers of

"The Open Court** can obtain exceptionally favorable terms by addressing: the pub-

lishers at once, as a limited number of sets in excess of requirements are to be dis-

posed of for want of storage facilities. SPECIMEN COPIES ON APPLICATION.



Inexpensive Art Publications

Portfolio of Buddhist Art. a collection of illustrations of Bud-
dhism, Historical and Modern: portfolio. Net 50c. (2s. 6d. net.)

Scenes from tlie Life of Buddlia. unbound, eight illustra-

tions, on one sheet 25x38 inches. Suitable for framing. Sent rolled or

folded, postpaid at $1.50; framed in two narrow four-panel frames, ^4.50.

Buddlia'S Nirvana* By Wu Tao Tze. a photogravure print of

this beautiful painting on heavy paper, suitable for framing, with a full

description. 25c.

Portrait of Sir Walter Scott, a mezzotint photogravure on
copper, suitable for framing. Engraved after Raeburn by William Sar-
tain. $1.00.

Portraits of Ernst Haeckel and Chailes Darwin.
11 X 14 in size. On imperial Japanese vellum. 50c each.

Philosophical Portrait Series. 43 portraits, on plate paper,

$6.25 (30s.). Single portraits, on plate paper, 25c (Is. 6d.).

Psychological Portrait Series. 25 portraits, on Japanese
paper, $5.00 (24s.) per set. Plate paper, $3.75 (18s.) per set. Single

portraits, on Japanese paper, 50c (2s. 6d.). Single portraits, on plate

paper, 25c (Is. 6d.).

Portraits of Eminent Mathematicians, size ilx14, edited

by Prof. David Eugene Smith. Series 1, twelve portraits; Series 2,

twelve portraits. On imperial Japanese vellum, $5.00 each; on plate

paper, $3.00 each. The two sets to one address, on Japanese vellum,

$8.50; on plate paper, $5,00.

The Works of E. A. Wallis "Budge, M. A., Litt. D„ V.Litt.,

Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities

in the British Museum,

The Egyptian Heaven and Hell. Three volumes in set. Voi.

I., The Book of Am Taut; Vol. II., The Book of Gates; Vol. III., The
Egyptian Heaven and Hell. Cloth. Illustrated. Per set $5.00 net.

The Egyptian religion has never lost its attraction for mankind, and Professor E.

A. Wallis Budge, who is a specialist in this field, describes for us here the Egyptian

view of the fate which awaited the people of the Nile Valley after death.

A History of Egypt. From the End to the Neolithic Period to the

Death of Cleopatra VII, B. C. 30. Richly illustrated. 8 vols. Cloth

$1.25 each. 8 vols., net $10.00. 1902.

The Book of the Dead. An English translation of the Chapters,

Hymns, etc., of the Theban Recension, with Introduction, Notes, etc.

With four hundred and twenty vignettes. 1901. 3 vols. Pp.702. $3.75

per set net. Vols. VI, VII, VIII in the series of Books on Egypt and

Chaldea.

The Gods of the Egyptians or Studies in Egyptian
Mythology, with 98 colored plates and 131 illustrations in the

text. 1904. 2 vols. Cloth $20.00 net.

The Decrees of Memphis and Canopus, in three volumes.

The Rosetta Stone, Vols. I and II. The Degree of Canopus, Vol. III.

Vol. I., pages xiv, 226, one plate; Vol. II, pages 196, three plates; Vol.

Il l, pages 249, ten plates. 1904. Three volumes $8.75 net.
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